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Expert inspiration for a Better Business

Better Business Focus is the essential key for business owners and managers. It achieves that by focusing on the way in which successful businesses
compete and manage their organisations. It focuses on how people are recruited, coached and developed; on how marketing and selling is undertaken
0
in professional markets as well as in markets with intense competition; on how technology and the Internet is reshaping the face of domestic and home
business; and on how people are being equipped with new skills and techniques. In short, it offers expert inspiration for a better business.
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Lilach Bullock

Everything you need to know about hashtags

Ever since the first ever hashtag was
used back in 2007 on Twitter, the
popularity of hashtags has
continuously grown and they have
become a huge part of some of the
biggest social networks. So in this
blog post, I will be covering
everything there is to know about
hashtags: the do’s and don’ts, how,
where and when to use them, and
the top hashtag tools on the market.
Why use hashtags
Hashtags, at their core, are used to
quickly and efficiently categorise
content. Basically, whenever you post
a new update on social media, you can
use a word or group of words
coupled together in a hashtag that
summarises what your update is about
– which then makes it easier for other
users to find your updates.

One of the ways that businesses can
use hashtags to their advantage is to
create their own unique hashtag that
they can then use in their updates, but
not one that includes their brand
name.

discoverable on social media because
a lot of people search by hashtags –
and if you have great content relating
to that hashtag, you’ve got better
chances that they’ll click on that
Follow button.

With the unique hashtag, other users
will be able to easily browse through
your posts that contain it – and only
yours, since we’re assuming no one
else is using that same hashtag.

Even if you don’t get that many more
followers with the help of a hashtag,
you will probably get more people
seeing your post, which then leads to
more engagement. You can also use
hashtags to find conversations and join
them.

Create a hashtag social media
campaign
Creating a hashtag campaign or
competition on social media can bring
in a lot of amazing results – increased
brand awareness, increased
engagement and traffic and more
followers.

Categorizing content
As I mentioned before, categorising
content was the reason why hashtags
were first used. It’s still a big part,
especially on Twitter, and it makes it
much easier to find conversations to
join.

It can also be very risky to create a
hashtag campaign – remember
McDonalds a few years ago, and
#McDStories? They certainly managed
to blow up their engagement levels,
but not for the right reasons, as most
people seemed to use the hashtag to
share their McDonalds horror stories
and to make fun of the fast food chain
restaurant. And McDonalds certainly
isn’t the only one – so when you think
of a hashtag for a social media
campaign, make sure it’s something
that can’t be used against you.

You can check the trending hashtags
from the left of your Twitter
homepage, or you can easily search
for specific hashtags to find relevant
discussions.
Strengthen your brand

Get more followers and
engagement
Hashtags are great for getting new
followers, particularly on Instagram,
and for getting more engagement.
They help you become more

There are many reasons why hashtags
are very useful tools, such as:

What hashtags should I use?
There are several ways to find perfect
hashtags for you. One way is to use a
tool to help you search for good ones
(read on to get to a list of some of the
best tools).
Another way is to look at what
hashtags your competitors are using.
Don’t use them blindly, though –
check first to see if they are popular
enough to be worth putting them in.
Hashtag Don’ts
We’ve already talked about how you
should make sure the hashtags you
use in social media campaigns couldn’t
be used against you, but there are
other things that you should pay
attention to.
For example, don’t create hashtags
that are too long – 2, 3 words are
usually enough. If it’s too long, it’s
more difficult to read, and other
people probably won’t be using that
hashtag.
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Another important thing to remember
is to not use too many hashtags in one
update, as it will make it look like
spam – and it makes your post more
difficult to read.
Don’t use hashtags just for the sake of
it, as they won’t do anything for you
unless other people are using them as
well. You can do some research
beforehand to see what hashtags are
usually used in your
niche that you can then
use whenever you post
something new.
Hashtags on different
social networks
Many of today’s most popular social
networks use hashtags, but none to
the level that Twitter and Instagram
do. I’m sure many of us, whenever
thinking of hashtags, we associate
them with the two very popular social
networks.
When using Twitter, one or two
hashtags are usually enough for one
tweet. After all, you only have 140
characters to convey a message, and
adding too many will make your post
seem too self-promotional and difficult
to read.
On Instagram on the other
hand, you can use more, but
you shouldn’t overdo it
either. People often use
hashtags to search for
content and accounts to
follow, which led to
numerous users including
too many hashtags in their
updates, sometimes dozens
for one photo. That makes it
quite evident you’re only
there to sell and get more
followers, which of course
leads to the opposite effect.
When choosing Instagram hashtags,
you can go much more specific than
you would on Twitter. To find ideas,
look at similar images to see what
other users have used for hashtags.

Hashtag Tools
1. Keyhole
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the hashtag you want to track in the
search bar, and don’t forget to select
the social network you want to
monitor.
2. Tags for Likes

Tags for Likes has a good selection of
Instagram hashtags that you can simply
copy and paste to your photo or
video. You can see a collection
of the most popular tags, the
2nd and 3rd most popular, or
browse through different
categories for specific hashtags.
Overall, it’s a really useful tool
to use for when you’re out of
ideas – and some of the
hashtags could also be used on
Twitter.
3. Hashtagify
Hashtagify is a great tool for
discovering Twitter hashtags. You
can see hashtags that are related to
a particular keyword, and their
popularity and usage among Twitter
users:

such as frequent users, top URLs and
words used, user mentions and tag
clouds. It also provides strong
analytics for hashtags across networks
or for one specific social platform:
Twitter, Instagram, Vine or Tumblr.
Just like Hashtracking
before, it’s great for
tracking hashtags during
social media campaign and
during events.
6. All Hashtag
All Hashtag is an easy to use hashtag-

generator that works for Twitter,
Instagram, Facebook, Google+,
LinkedIn and Pinterest.
Simply insert the word you want and
then scroll down to see the results:

Conclusion
Hashtags have become such a huge
part of our society that not only has
the word been introduced in
dictionaries years ago, but it’s also
often used in real life conversations,
ironically or not. I hope you’ve found
some useful information in this post
on how to use hashtags and how not
to, and please share and comment if
you have any other useful tips or
tools.
© Copyright, Lilach Bullock

About the Author
You can also see the latest tweets that
had that particular hashtag, and the
top influencers that use it.
4. Hashtracking
Hashtracking is a Twitter and
Instagram hashtag tracking and
reporting tool. It’s the perfect tool for
those who are using hashtags as part
of a social media campaign or for an
event.
5. Tag Sleuth
You can use Tag Sleuth to search for
hashtags and get useful information

Highly regarded on the world speaker
circuit, Lilach Bullock has graced
Forbes and Number 10 Downing
Street. She’s a hugely connected and
highly influential entrepreneur. Listed
in Forbes as one of the top 20 women
social media power influencers and
was crowned the Social Influencer of
Europe by Oracle. A recipient for a
Global Women Champions Award for
her outstanding contribution and
leadership in business.

Co-ordinates
Email: lilachbullock@gmail.com
Web: www.lilachbullock.com

Keyhole is a monitoring tool for
hashtags and keywords. Simply enter
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Jeff Haden

20 best motivational quotes to get your day off
to a great start

Motivational quotes that provide
inspiration, enthusiasm, a jolt of
confidence... and that extra little boost
you sometimes need. When the going
gets tough, you sometimes need a burst
of motivation and inspiration to start
your day off right. Here are twenty great
motivational quotes to help you get
energized, inspired, and motivated to
keep grinding away at your goals:
"Twenty years from now you will be
more disappointed by the things you
didn't do than by the ones you did do.
So throw off the bowlines. Sail away
from the safe harbor. Catch the trade
winds in your sail. Explore. Dream.
Discover." Mark Twain
"If you are willing to do more than
you are paid to do, eventually you will
be paid to do more than you do."
Anonymous
"Success is the sum of small efforts,
repeated day in and day out." Robert
Collier
"Only put off until tomorrow what
you are willing to die having left
undone." Pablo Picasso
"You can't connect the dots looking
forward; you can only connect them
looking backward. So you have to
trust that the dots will somehow
connect in your future. You have to
trust in something -- your gut, destiny,
life, karma, whatever. This approach
has never let me down, and it has
made all the difference in my life."
Steve Jobs
"Many of life's failures are people who
did not realize how close they were
to success when they gave up."
Thomas Edison

"Do what you have always done and
you'll get what you have always got."
Sue Knight
"I cannot give you a formula for
success, but I can give you the formula
for failure, which is: Try to please
everybody." Herbert Bayard Swope
"A good plan violently executed now
is better than a perfect plan executed
next week." George Patton
"Feeling gratitude and not expressing
it is like wrapping a present and not
giving it." William Arthur Ward
"You wouldn't worry so much about
what others think of you if you
realized how seldom they do."
Eleanor Roosevelt
"Rarely have I seen a situation where
doing less than the other guy is a good
strategy." Jimmy Spithill
"To be successful you must accept all
challenges that come your way. You
can't just accept the ones you like."
Mike Gafka
"Successful people have fear,
successful people have doubts, and
successful people have worries. They
just don't let these feelings stop
them." T. Harv Eker
"There are two types of pain you will
go through in life: the pain of discipline
and the pain of regret. Discipline
weighs ounces while regret weights
tons." Jim Rohn
"Confidence comes not from always
being right but from not fearing to be
wrong." Peter T. McIntyre
"You can have anything you want if
you are willing to give up the belief
that you can't have it." Dr. Robert
Anthony
"Persons of high self-esteem are not
driven to make themselves superior
to others; they do not seek to prove

their value by measuring themselves
against a comparative standard. Their
joy is being who they are, not in being
better than someone else." Nathaniel
Branden
"When you're different, sometimes
you don't see the millions of people
who accept you for what you are. All
you notice is the person who doesn't."
Jodi Picoult
"Always with you what cannot be
done... Do. Or do not. There is no
'try.'" Yoda
https://youtu.be/BQ4yd2W50No
© Copyright, Jeff Haden

About the Author
Jeff Haden learned much of what he
knows about business and technology
as he worked his way up in the
manufacturing industry from forklift
driver to manager of a 250-employee
book plant. Everything else he picks up
from ghostwriting books for some of
the smartest innovators and leaders
he knows in business. He has written
more than 30 non-fiction books,
including four Business and Investing
titles that reached #1 on Amazon's
bestseller list. Jeff is a contributing
editor for inc.com and a LinkedIn
Influencer.

Co-ordinates
Web: Inc.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/hadenjeff
Twitter: twitter.com/jeff_haden
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Brad Smith

3 Headline Hacks: A cheat sheet to un-sucking
your headlines

There’s one thing that gets people to
click. They see it in search results. Or
they see it on social feeds. And they
see it in their email inbox. Pretty
much the ONLY thing they see in
each place, is your headline.
For many, it’s the first and last
thing that inspires them to take
action (or skip off to the next
option as quickly as possible).
Five times as many people read
your headline as opposed to your
copy. So said Ogilvy 50+ years
ago. And so repeats every single
writer in every single article about
headlines.
But if you stop to think, this old
adage is probably even more true
today than it’s ever been.
And when you’re competing
against two million other posts
published each day, you’re gonna
need all the help you can get.
Here’s a cheat sheet to follow to
help your content get the credit it
deserves.

Try these 3 Fail-Proof Headline
Impulses to Kickstart Results
Headline formulas work. That’s
why you can find big, awesome
lists of ‘em to emulate, copy, or
steal. For example, this one from
Buffer, or this one from SumoMe.
However, the reason they work is
NOT because they’re catchy. But
because of the emotional triggers
they pull.
Done properly, you can tap into
the same fight-or-flight, underlying
psychological and borderline
primal human desires that have
helped us escape extinction for
this long. (The impetus for these
examples comes from Jon
Morrow’s excellent Headline
Hacks. You’d be a fool not to
download that immediately.)
Here are three impulses to get
started mastering today.
Impulse #1. Go Negative
If you ever find yourself with too
much happiness, too much
optimism or too much positivity,
simply switch on the
news. Because ten minutes is all it
will take to have you crashing
down to newfound lows, believing
humanity is out to get you and the
Armageddon is surely right
around the corner.
In The Ultimate Race – to the
bottom – popular media pulls all
the stops to report on every

single possible negative story
imaginable.
That’s why they’re still going
strong. Even though the only thing
most humans can agree on, is that
we hate them.
Most companies can learn a little
from this approach. (You know,
without all the soul-sucking parts,
though.)
Because many are great at talking
about the positive things they do.
They can help you gain benefit
ABC. Or improve performance by
DEF. They’re less great at
describing how their widget helps
you avoid GHI or fix JKL. (I better
stop this metaphor before we run
out of letters.)
However in a study of over
65,000 titles, Outbrain discovered
that headlines with negative
superlatives outperform positive
ones by 30%, with a 63% higher
click through rate.
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There are two classic ways to go
negative:
 Avoid external threats that
other people (or things) might
inflict on you.
 Fix internal mistakes you
might be making (but aren’t
necessarily aware of).

First up, let’s examine threats to
your well-being. Starting with
myths that might be leading you
astray:
‘Myths’ are nothing more than
commonly accepted, yet
misguided worldviews. They can
be internal biases. Or they could
simply be shared by most people
in your business, industry, or
community.
Attacking ‘common knowledge’
that might be wrong is a powerful
way to break through the noise
with a counter-narrative. Kinda
like this one about serial killers:

Powerful words like ‘serial killer’
indicate how you might already be
inflicting harm on yourself
(without even knowing it). Here’s
where we begin to slip into the
internal mistakes that eat people
up inside.
Here’s a perfect example:
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Impulse #2. Be a Zen Master
Life is hard.
Stress levels are at an all-time
high. More are depressed and
anxious than ever before. That’s
why we willingly pony up $5 bucks
for a latte to get us revved up in
the morning, only to fork gladly
over another $10 bucks for a cold
craft beer at your favorite hipster
joint eight hours later to come
down.
Or we work more hours, burning
a metaphorical bonfire in place of
the midnight oil, to get more
done. Which means we also sleep
less, workout less, and spend less
time with our families.
All of which leads to? Divorce.
Obesity. Heart disease. It ain’t a
pretty picture.
But fortunately, there’s an answer.
It promises to be quick, painless,
and instant. Men will want to be
you, and women will fall head
over heels for you.
Simply follow these 3 proven
steps, use these life hacks, and use
our approach to get rid of your
nagging money problems in
record time.
Zen headlines promise simplicity.
A calming influence. The key to
ailing whatever’s bothering your
readers. Two tailor-made Zen
formats include lists and how-to’s,
which are among the most
preferred and successful posts
online.

This headline works because it
tackles a difficult problem (landing
pages) and explicitly states how
you’re already falling victim to it.
(This one also has a touch of the
‘cliffhanger’, which we’ll explore in
a minute).

The first example borrows a page
from the previous section, taking
something that’s widely known to
be incredibly challenging, yet at
the same time offering salvation to
manage it easily – without losing
your mind.

Combining the headline angle
(focusing on internal mistakes)
with things that are widely
understood to be difficult, like
writing advertisements, are the
perfect recipe for creating a
headline that stands out and gets
clicked.

Everyone wants to improve their
conversion rate. The trouble is,
it’s often difficult and timeconsuming, requiring multi tweaks
or changes over a long duration
to get everything lined up
properly. But this post
offers salvation for the biggest
pain points involved in agency life
(time and output):

One of the most common
conversion increasing methods is
A/B testing. The interwebs are
filled with posts claiming huge
boosts off a single A/B test that
seemingly only took a few
seconds to create and
run. However, claiming the
opposite of that (like how it’s a
waste of your time), while still
offering a solution, is an excellent
way to keep people reading long
enough to find out what you
mean.
One of the most successful brands
today is the infamous Dummies
Guide series for learning almost
any topic in a short amount of
time. Taking a page from that
book, you can create spins off this
idea by playing with evocative
language while still keeping the
same idea.
The key to Zen is through fast
answers. And nothing says that
better than a nice odd-numbered
list post with ‘formula’ in the title.

The use of the word ‘try today’
also indicates that these aren’t
hugely complex, so you should
easily be able to apply these
actionable tips in a few minutes
(or so it sounds).
Finally, a simplified process for a
difficult task is the quintessential
Zen headline. Here, you’re getting
a ‘step-by-step guide’ for
Pinterest.

Impulse #3. Give ‘Em a
Cliffhanger
People have expectations. They
have a worldview intact and think
they know what to expect when
walking down the street, scanning
through social media or searching
for something online. Pattern
interruptions break all that. How?
Cue curiosity gaps.
They hint at what’s to come,
piquing your interest before
stopping just short of the full
reveal. They artfully play on our
incessant quest for information.
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Skillfully baiting the hook until all
y’all come running. We’d resist if
we could. But we can’t. Because
it’s hard wired.
Storytelling, across all mediums
including television and movies,
has been using this approach
successfully for years to keep you
tuned in and interested enough to
sit through a few minutes of mind
numbing stupidity without
changing the channel. Only
to find out if Ross and
Rachel ever end up
together.
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A final good example takes a
more direct approach, simply
stating that a few important
changes coming to
Instagram (which plants a seed of
interest in people who use that
feature and want to see how it’s
evolving).

TV shows especially make liberal
use of the open loop, using
multiple storylines in the same
episode to keep people glued to
their television longer.

Conclusion
Headline formulas are great. But
only if you know why. Simply
hitting copy and paste won’t work
unless you understand the
underlying impulse you’re trying
to hit with each.

These techniques can be
incredibly powerful online.
Copyhackers saw a 927% lift in
clicks by employing the curiosity
gap.

The most effective impulses are
also the ones that affect readers
the most. Harping on threats or
mistakes create anxiety before
ultimately relieving it for them.

A similar approach was used by
Conversion Rate Experts to help
Moz (then still SEOmoz) pull in an
additional $1 million in revenue,
taking their old tried-and-true
direct approach and substituting
for, “When eBay, Disney, and
Marriott need SEO help, here’s
what they do…”.

Rolling out an easy to follow
process to solve a major pain
point promises peace in a chaotic,
overworked person’s day. And
playing on our innate desire of
curiosity is an effective technique
to lure people in.

Following in that vein, here’s a
close example from this blog that
begins to scratch the surface of an
effective cliff-hanger by using a
first-hand experience:

This is a good first step. However,
there’s a sure fire way to instantly
increase its performance: use
numbers. For example, right in
the first line, it says, “When I tell
others my company grew its
conversions by 20% month on
month…”

About the Author
FixCourse is an online publication
that teaches organizations how to
grow using internet marketing.
Their free weekly email
newsletter will teach you how to
get more traffic, leads and sales.
Visit:
http://fixcourse.com/newsletter/
for details.
FixCourse was founded by Brad
Smith. Brad is an entrepreneur
and digital marketing
consultant who has worked with
clients in a variety of industries
including software, insurance, real
estate, journalism and travel:
everything from start-ups to the
Fortune 500.
Brad has an MBA in
Entrepreneurship, and a BA in
Finance and Marketing.

Co-ordinates

Mail: FixCourse
4199 Campus Drive, Suite 550
Irvine, CA 92612, USA
Web: http://fixcourse.com/
Twitter:
http://twitter.com/bradleyesmith/
Email: info@fixcourse.com

There are many more impulses
and headline formulas to try.
However, at the end of the day,
these three will never
disappoint. They’re the most
tried-and-true, backed by
countless studies of popular
content.
And they go much deeper,
harkening back to earlier
evolutions of humanity that had to
decide on a daily basis whether to
stay, fight, or flee.
© Copyright, Brad Smith

If you combined that quantitative
evidence, you’d end up with a
powerful headline like this one
about testing 100 different
Facebook ads in a month:
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Barry Urquhart

Branded – For Success

Brands, products, services,
applications and choice abound, many
with little distinction.
Non-differentiated
commoditisation reigns supreme.
As a consequence, for many
consumers and clients, pricing is
the dominant selection criterion,
overwhelming the innate and
natural value and virtues of a good
brand.
Value is difficult to identify,
quantify and, well, to value.
Search and purchase routines are
typically extended, and often
inconclusive when recognised and
preferred brand names are not
conspicuous and readily available.

Brand: Word associations are
telling and definitive, when the
brand name makes a statement.

The Guide Dogs brand ranked
number 1, followed by the
RSPCA.

For example,

The brand name and graphics are
definitive – centred on reliability,
value, consistency and trust. The
graphics are instantly recognisable
(in less than 2 seconds – on social
media) and they resonate with a
broad spectrum of people.





Volvo: Safety
BMW: Engineering Excellence
Apple: Simplicity in design and
application

A cursory overview of the
branding landscape suggests that
there is much to learn.
CULTURE-BASED
A recent national Australian
survey identified and ranked
brands in 65 categories. Perhaps
expectedly, some of the tables
revealed surprises and a series of,
seemingly, stark contradictions.

Consumers do look for the
reassurance and confirmation in
brands that are recognised,
respected and, above all,
TRUSTED.

For example, Dettol was ranked
number 1 in both “First Aid” and
“Household Cleaning”.

Sadly, in the current
commoditised and overcommunicated marketplace many
people are confused, uninformed
and their needs are unfulfilled.

Noticeably, church-based not-forprofit brands were conspicuously
absent, doubtless a consequence
of the fallout from the
investigations in, and Royal
Commissions on alleged
paedophilia by those in the
various networks.

MAKE A STATEMENT
Effective brand management
projects the values, beliefs and
virtues integral to the brand, the
products, the services and
applications which equate to
advantages, benefits and rewards
for existing and prospective
customers and consumers.

The charity sector was interesting.

Apparently, similar to the political
arena, if one is seeking a friend, or
unconditional love and trust with
charities, they should look no
further than man’s best friend - a
dog.

HAVE A CUPPA
Interestingly, in the coffee-culture
of modern society two brands of
tea – Lipton and Twinings – were
ranked in the top seven of the
most-trusted brands, regardless of
category.
The manufacturers, distributors
and marketers of the battery
brands, Energiser and Duracell,
doubtless got a charge out of
being ranked 1 in the top 2 mosttrusted brands in Australia.
LESSONS LEARNT
In many instances and respects
the monetary value of brands is
determined by the beliefs,
philosophies and promises behind
the products, services and
applications.
For example, the unimpeachable
and non-negotiable commitment
to service excellence and
responsiveness (the 24-hour
promise of minimal equipment
down-time) of the Caterpillar
brand provides the sustainable
competitive advantage in a
crowded marketplace of high-
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tech, high quality capital
equipment.
NO GUARANTEES
One cannot live by brand along.
In the category “Australian Iconic”
Hills Hoist was “King of the
Castle”.
Qantas was ranked second. This is
an interesting case study, because
during the course of the past two
decades, the market share
enjoyed by Qantas of in-bound
and out-bound international air
travel (centred on Australia) has
fallen from 42% to around 14%
(and declining).
Clearly, being recognised as an
Australian icon and trusted is not
sufficient to win and retain
business.
When better value is readily
found with brand names like
Emirates, Etihad and Singapore
Airlines, prospective passengers
fly “the coop” – and with the
competitors.
Creative, emotive advertising and
sponsoring of the Australian
Olympic team count for little in
the race for consumer patronage
and loyalty. Top-of-mind
awareness can do little for the
top-line and bottom-line if the
brand does not deliver the
promise.
COMPROMISING BRANDS
Bewildering to experienced and
discerning brand managers is the
practice of individuals and outlets
in franchise, marketing, buying and
cooperative networks that insist
on featuring and profiling their
own sub-brand name in literature,
advertising, premises and signage.
The overriding group brand name
is compromised for little purpose
and gain. Egos can be distracting,
toxic forces.
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There is no evidence of such
happenings with profiled and yes,
trusted, brands like McDonald’s
and Domino’s.
It seems illogical that an individual
or independent operation would
join a network, pay annual fees,
seek to capitalise on the values
and virtues of a recognised brand,
then seemingly debase its value.
DOCTRINE OF NOSURPRISES
Harold Geneen, the former
President of ITT (International
Telephone and
Telecommunications) was a
strong advocate of:
The Doctrine of No Surprises
Consistency, continuity and
commitment were virtues
throughout and beyond the
corporation.
They were the stepping stones to
building trust and brand
supremacy. No surprises there.
It made ITT, and its suite of
operating brands, including
Sheraton Hotels and Avis, soughtafter, leading and profitable.
I’LL DRINK TO THAT
It must be hard for some
Australian brewers to swallow
that the two most-trusted beer
brands throughout Australia in
2016 were:
·
·

Corona
Heineken

To be wedged by the bitter taste
of ascendancy (and lemon) with a
Mexico-based brand (Corona)
underscores the global nature of
modern commerce and
consumerism. No brand, product,
service or application is immune
to the power and relevance of
good brands.

There is a lot that should be
written, said and heard about
astute brand management.
© Copyright, Barry Urquhart
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Aki Kalliatakis

When rules MUST be broken

Today's technology is amazing. We
control a special rover on Mars
remotely from our planet, and can fly
to the other side of the earth,
(Hawaii, if you are interested,) within
24 hours. Devices capable of millions
of calculations per second are
strapped to our wrists, and 3-D
printing means that we can “print”
various prototype models, food and
even a whole house in a very brief
time period. I’m looking forward to
buying my first self-driving car just as
I retire, and I can pop a whole packed
meal into my microwave to eat two
minutes from now. (Well, maybe not
everything about the new world of
technology is that amazing.)
But, with all our incredible
advancements, there are still
some businesses that seem to
have been left in the Dark Ages.

… Flying is just
another category of
transport: my car
takes me to clients
and events near
where I live, and
airplanes take me to
clients and events
that are further away
or even on the other
side of the world.

For example, it seems impossible
for me to get a replacement
credit card in less than around
eight to ten days. Where's the
customer service in that? I was
sitting at a coffee shop at the end
of a meeting with a client, and as I
handed over my card to the
waitress, she said it had been
declined. I knew it wasn’t because
there wasn’t any cash, so I was a
bit worried about fraud, but, now
embarrassed, I took out some
cash and paid with that. In my
mind I just knew what my
business companion must have
been thinking.
Before the bank even had a
chance to text me about this
personal rejection, I called the
number on the back of my card to
find out if I should be in a
desperate panic or just mildly
stressed. A few minutes later the
pleasant young man gave me a
rather generic answer: “Mr.
Kalliatakis, I’m afraid that your card
has been blocked, and for your
protection we will need to send you
another one.”
I asked him to be more specific,
but he muttered something
incomprehensible, and then
brightly reassured me that there
would be no additional cost to me
for a new card. I asked about the
last few transactions, hoping that
there wasn’t any cash stolen, but
nothing untoward seemed to have
occurred. It was then that I
realised two things: First, it wasn’t
my fault, and second, they had
cocked up something – something

that was awkward for them but
which, come hell or high water,
I’d never get to the bottom of. So
now my card was cancelled and
I’d have to wait for a new one.
I was, however, more relieved and
grateful that it wasn’t going to be
a fight to prove theft from my
account – until he said it would
take five to seven working days to
get this sorted. I couldn’t believe
it! How difficult can it really be,
after all? How complicated is the
process of issuing a duplicate
credit card to a customer who,
because of a mistake the bank had
obviously made, now had to be
inconvenienced? And, even more
irritating, using words like “to
safeguard your account,” and “for
your protection” is clearly a way of
deflecting the blame by confusing
the customer.
Call me naïve, but I really think
that there’s a death of common
sense here. I know that there
need to be rules and processes to
take care of issues like this, but a
sense of urgency and the ability to
bypass the bureaucracy seems
called for here. Clearly, they
didn’t have my best interests at
heart in this sorry saga.
Many people in my industry –
consulting and training – travel a
lot, and therefore there are an
extravagant number of stories and
case studies that are written
about travelling - and flying in
particular. Most of them are
negative.
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We don’t talk about air travel to
show off about how glamorous
our work is. (On the contrary, I
have now come to the point after
30 years in the consulting business
where I just dread the thought of
flying.) But flying is just another
category of transport: my car
takes me to clients and events
near where I live, and airplanes
take me to clients and events that
are further away or even on the
other side of the world.
But when we write about our
experiences of flying it is because
airports and air travel are usually
the stressful events - even when
they go reasonably smoothly. In
this astonishing world where
engineers have created the
miracle of jet travel, and clever
programmers have prepared
software that is the envy of many
other industries, I have to
conclude that airlines and airports
are led and operated by
staggeringly stupid people.
Even airlines which boast about
great customer care have a knack
of screwing things up for
passengers. One of the most
successful and reputable is based
in the global travel hub in the
U.A.E. In my view, I am a loyal
customer, although from their
perspective they probably see me
as one of the “rats and mice.”
Checking-in at Heathrow recently
at the end of a tiring 10-day trip,
my baggage was way under the 30
kilogram limit. But I really wanted
to take my sons’ bulky toys and
wife’s gifts in my carry-on luggage.
I'm a good customer, and really
asked as nicely as I could for them
to do me a favour by allowing me
to take them on board with my
briefcase. The answer was “No!” I
turned on the charm and begged,
explaining who I was and waving
my loyalty card about. They were
even more emphatic. The
supervisor threw out the “Rules is
rules” defence, and was indifferent
– no, he was absurdly stubborn to my needs, especially since I
explained that my final destination
was SA where we’re infamous for
stealing desirable stuff from
passenger’s suitcases. He folded
his arms and gave me a glazed
look.
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Now, if this policy was applied
consistently to all passengers, I
wouldn't mind too much, but as
soon as I got on the plane, I saw
literally dozens of people with
two, even three really large
luggage bags - over and above
shopping from the duty-free
shops.
The hypocrisy of it all made me
miserable for the next sixteen
hours, and added to the stress I
already felt about my family’s
presents.
It confirmed that airlines and
airports are run by really reckless
policies and witless people. From
three to six flights a year, they will
be lucky to see me once more.
What rules and policies does your
business enforce that create
frustration for your customers?
© Copyright, Aki Kalliatakis
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Sunil Bali

Truth
Ache
One of the
fundamentals
of Zen is that
"All things exist
to express what they are."
So your soul’s deepest desire is to
experience life authentically as who
you really are. If you don’t live your
truth and do what makes you happy,
then you get truth ache. This ache is a
sign that you need to do more of what
you love.
If you continue to repress who you
truly are, then truth decay sets in
which disrupts both your physical and
emotional well-being.

Aki Kalliatakis runs The Leadership
LaunchPad, a business focused on
customer loyalty and radical
marketing that he founded in 1989.
He helps companies to implement
customized service and loyalty
strategies and lectures at executive
development programmes for a
number of business schools of both
local and international universities,
though he believes practical ideas
are more important than academic
theory. He adds value at training
programs in Africa and around the
world.

The most important thing I learned as
a psychotherapist, is that attaining
happiness and fulfilment isn’t so much
about getting better, as it is about
letting go of everything that isn’t you.
If you celebrate your uniqueness, the
world will too, because
subconsciously it wants the same
freedom.

Co-ordinates

Remember and rediscover who you
were, before the world started to tell
you what you were not.

Email: customer@icon.co.za
Website:
www.leadershiplaunchpad.co.za
Twitter: @AkiKalliatakis
LinkedIn: za.linkedin.com/pub/akikalliatakis/1/a2b/b76

Don’t sacrifice your sense of
adventure on the altar of selfpreservation because there’s a fine
line between self-preservation and
embalming.

© Copyright, Sunil Bali
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having run a £50m business, Sunil has
been responsible for hiring over
50000 people and has had the
pleasure of working with some great
entrepreneurs, professionals and
leaders.
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Professor Colin Coulson-Thomas

Is corporate governance helping or hindering
your business development

What should be the evolving role of
the board in an uncertain global
economy? What changes are needed
in governance arrangements and
board practices to accommodate
greater diversity, ensure sustainable
innovation and enable more confident
and flexible responses to new
opportunities and mutating risks?
What needs to be done for
sustainability to become a new
business paradigm? These and related
issues are to be discussed at IOD
India's 2016 London Global
Convention.
The 16th London Global
Convention on Corporate
Governance and Sustainability will
review the current and emerging
roles and responsibilities of
directors and boards, and explore
ways of enhancing their
effectiveness. With corporate
governance at a cross roads and
facing multiple challenges, the
issues, options and opportunities
will be explored from a global
perspective.
Our corporate governance
institutions, codes, principles and
practices largely derive from
reactions to problems
encountered by certain quoted

companies in particular countries
in what now appears a bygone age.
In my theme paper for the
forthcoming convention I ask how
sustainable they are. In the
countries in which the first
corporate governance reports
appeared the number of
companies de-listing has exceeded
the number of new listings and
many of the new entrants require
much less investment in physical
assets and/or employ far fewer
people.
Corporations face multiple
threats. Individual consumers can
increasingly use on-line platforms
to help themselves or connect
with other individuals who can
help them, whether by giving them
a lift or renting a room. As more
offerings are bought on-line
and/or produced at home or
locally by 3D printer, and lifestyles
change to accommodate the need
for greater sustainability, what will
happen to manufacturers, retailers
and distribution chains? Will
corporate governance experience
the decline of corporations and
their de-listing, or like a virus will
it mutate to find new hosts?

What will boards and
boardrooms look like in five,
ten or fifteen years’ time?

What will boards and boardrooms
look like in five, ten or fifteen
years’ time? Will the downward
trend in the size of boards with
significantly fewer executive
directors experienced in some
jurisdictions continue?
Will board composition change in
terms of age, gender and
nationality? Will boardrooms and
monthly meetings be needed as
more connected directors deal
with issues as and when they arise,
and make greater use of
conferencing technologies? In a
fast moving world, will waiting for
the next opportunity to get onto
the agenda of a monthly board
meeting seem an archaic practice?
Have governance codes and
regulations created a community
of advisers with a vested interest
in ever more detailed intervention
because their livelihoods depend
upon it?
In an era of greater diversity and
uncertainty, alternative business
and organisational models, and
new ways of working and
operating, is a prescriptive
approach, the use of single
standards and a compliance bias
out of sync with such changes?
Are they resulting in tick-box and
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legalistic attitudes, rather than a
focus on outcomes and allowing
more scope for imagination and
innovation in terms of how they
are achieved? How might more
flexibility be introduced?
Will an excess of regulation,
requests for more information
and disclosure and greater media
scrutiny discourage people from
seeking CEO and senior executive
roles? Will greater exposure to
scrutiny and enhanced risk of
investigatory and legal action put
more people off seeking board
positions? At the same time, the
emerging crowd-based economy
depends upon trust. Who and
what will protect the consumer
when peer-to-peer services
disappoint or result in harm?
Many boards do little to actively
encourage innovation and
entrepreneurship. In established
companies their focus is often
upon consolidation, rationalisation,
cost-cutting and squeezing more
out of existing operations.
Corporate cash is disbursed as
dividends or used to buy-back
shares rather than invest in new
industries. The emphasis is often
upon keeping an existing show on
the road and avoiding failure
rather than creating a better
alternative.
Must creative spirits in T-shirts be
replaced by cautious retainers in
suits? If corporate governance
attitudes and advisers are
introduced too early, might the
cold draft of compliance snuff out
the sparks of innovation? Will
more companies seek to avoid
such negative associations by delisting?
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Would innovation and
entrepreneurship be best served
by avoiding a standard model
developed for a different context,
and instead adopting bespoke
governance arrangements that are
right for an enterprises stage of
development and particular
situation and circumstances?

The theme paper and outline
programme for the 2016 London
Global Convention on
Governance and Sustainability are
now available from:
http://www.iodglobal.com/londonglobal-convention-2016.html

Digital developments present
businesses with a variety of
challenges and opportunities.
What role will directors and
boards play in crowd-funded, webenabled, organically evolving,
creative and networked
enterprises that need to adapt and
mutate in real time?
In more democratic and
participative markets will an
intermediary role of directors and
boards be required? Will
governance become a series of
questions to address to determine
what is best for a particular
network at one moment in time,
rather than a set of principles and
rules that assume a standard
requirement?
What proportion of assets and
economic activity will be in the
hands of large companies owned
by external shareholders? Will
people directly barter and share
what they have, whether empty
space or home grown vegetables?
Will self-employed individuals use
networks of relationships to
access what they need and do
what they enjoy and feel they are
good at? They may find their
individual ability to quickly adjust
and embrace new technologies
and opportunities exceeds that of
those have to await new direction
from a board before they can
change. Will people govern
themselves rather than expect
someone else to undertake
directorial activities on their
behalf?

© Copyright, Professor Colin
Coulson-Thomas
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John Niland

Four things to ask before you discuss your fees

One of the principal reasons why
professionals undercharge is that they
forget to ask a few basic questions
before quoting a fee. True, there are
other reasons too, such as lack of
self-worth, but even experienced,
confident professionals can forget to
establish a few basic parameters for
the project they are quoting for.
If you want to charge premium
fees, you want to be fluent in the
following types of question. For
the purpose of this article, I'm
selecting just four. Let's say the
client says, "Before going any
further, how much is this going to
cost?"

1. "To give you a budget
guideline, may I just ask you a
few questions?"
It's reasonable that you would
need some key items of
information in order to give a
guideline about price. It's far more
credible than plucking a number
out of the air, or avoiding the
question. This question is
particularly useful as it allows you
to make space for other
discovery questions.

2. "What's the deadline?" and
"What's driving that?"
Time is a crucial factor in
negotiation. However, the
purpose of this question is not so
much to identify a date, as to find
out what's behind that date. An
office move? A regulation change?

A system no longer working? This
is your gateway to the business
and operational drivers that
dictate the value of the project.

3. "What prompted you to
look for external support?"
Over the years, I find that this is a
very revealing question. Real
buyers are able to answer it
specifically, often only too willing
to describe previous failed
attempts or disappointed
expectations. Others might
express their wish to do some
aspects of the job in-house. You
will usually be glad you asked.

4. "Where would you expect
to see the first benefits?"
Professionals who know our
value-centred sales approach will
know where this is going. The
purpose of all of these questions
is to move the conversation from
a "dual on a narrow ledge" called
Price, to a wider space where
Value can be discussed. The key
to premium fees lies in value, not
in skill with numbers.

Since 2000, John has been
coaching others to achieve
success, with a particular passion
for supporting professionals “who
wish to contribute rather than
just to win, and hence do higher
value work via better
conversations with clients and
colleagues”.
In parallel, John is one of the cofounders of the European Forum
of Independent Professionals,
following twelve years of coaching
>550 professionals to create
more value in their work. Author
of The Courage to Ask (together
with Kate Daly), Hidden Value and
100 Tips to Find Time.

Co-ordinates
Tel:
Belgium (0032) 32 2 201 1121
London: +44 (0) 845 644 3407
Email: john@vco-global.com
Web:
http://www.johnniland.com/about/
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Paul Sloane

A lesson in innovation practice from medicine

For centuries, doctors tried different
remedies for treating illnesses and
diligently observed what happened.
But they were unable to be certain
what caused the outcomes that
occurred.
When the patient recovered that
seemed to vindicate whatever
treatment had been used – even it
was bloodletting or the
application of leeches. The big
innovation which transformed
medical research and saved
countless lives is the Randomized
Controlled Trial (RCT). The idea
is simple. A new treatment is
given to a number of patients
chosen at random, while others
receive the current standard care.
This gives a rigorous way to
determine whether a cause and
effect relationship exists.
In the 1920s the eminent English
statistician Ronald Fisher studied
the effects of fertilizers on
potatoes. He divided fields at
Rothampstead into small plots and
randomly chose which plots
would have fertilizer. He was able
to rigorously analyze the yields
and the effects of the fertilizers.
His methods were taken up by
statisticians in armaments
factories during WW2 and then
by the medical establishment after
the war.

According to the British Medical
Journal the key features of a RCT
are:
Random allocation to intervention
groups.
Patients and trialists should
remain unaware of which
treatment was given until the
study is completed.
All intervention groups are
treated identically except for the
experimental treatment.
Patients are analyzed within the
group to which they were
allocated.
The analysis is focused on
estimating the difference in
outcomes between intervention
groups.
RCTs are now widely used in
social sciences; for example, in the
fight against poverty. In India
researchers tested the hypothesis
that giving assets directly to poor
people would have long term

benefits. They gave some people a
goat, a cow or some chickens
together with instruction on
husbandry. Five years later these
people were significantly better
off than the control group. The
RCT showed that it was the aid
which made the difference and
not some other factor.
In many areas RCTs can show
what works and also (just as
usefully) show what does not. In
cities in the USA the Restoring
Inner City Peace (RIP) programme
was designed to reduce violence
by teenagers by shocking them
with visits to prisons and
mortuaries. The idea appealed to
policy makers but a randomized
control trial found that
participants were normalized to
the violence and thus became
actually more likely to engage in
criminal actions. An RCT in New
York showed that paying all
teachers in a school more when
their pupils did better at exams
did not improve educational
standards.
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Aid donors like to ensure that
their largesse is being used
effectively so there are many
RCTs underway in developing
countries. However, there are
relatively few in the developed
world.
Governments in the West
undertake major changes in
healthcare, education or social
security plans without thorough
random trials. Obamacare in the
USA is a prime example. Why the
reluctance to use the proven
power of RCTs? According to the
Economist, the electoral cycle is
the main reason why politicians
are reluctant to run proper trials
which often take years.
Politicians want to be seen to be
taking actions now – and with
results before the next election.
Do heavy prison sentences deter
crime? Do high taxes raise
significant extra revenues? A good
way to test these hypotheses
would be with RCTs. Yet many
politicians and commentators
seem to prefer their own strong
opinions to hard evidence.
And what of business? How can
organizations harness the power
of RCTs to drive successful
innovation? Marketing
departments have long used trials
to test offers.
Direct mail campaigns were prime
examples where the same product
would be offered to some people
on the list at $49 and to others at
$59 or $69 to see which price
point produced the best overall
returns. Of course if you do this
randomly you will get two people
in the same department getting
different offers and this can result
in complaints. But the temptation
to select who gets what offer
must be resisted; only the random
trial can overcome hidden biases.
Every proposed new product,
service or method is based on a
hypothesis – usually one that
assumes customers will prefer the
new approach to the one they
currently use. Many companies
develop their new products in
secret and behind their own
closed doors. They then launch
their radical new approach with a
fanfare of marketing expenditure.
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They are often disappointed. The
Segway was an arch example of
this approach – and it flopped for
reasons that could probably have
been anticipated.
Other companies use focus
groups of existing customers and
people with the characteristics of
the target market. They test their
new ideas with panels, feedback
sheets and discussion groups.
When the chosen product is
launched it often fails to meet
expectations. New Coca Cola was
such a product. It succeeded with
focus groups but failed in the real
market.
True innovators do not trust their
instincts, or those of the R&D
department, the marketing
department or the customer
focus group. They trust
experiments. In particular they
trust randomized trials. They
move quickly and put a minimum
viable version of their product
idea in front of a random selection
of prospective customers. They
ask questions like, ‘Would you
buy this?’ They compare the
actions of the trial group with the
actions of a control group. The
decision on whether to develop
the product is not based on the
opinions and biases of executives;
it is based on the results of the
trial.
The randomized controlled trial is
the great lesson that government
and business can learn from
medicine.
© Copyright, Paul Sloane
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“Innovation
distinguishes between a
leader and a follower.”
Steve Jobs, Apple

“I think frugality drives
innovation, just like
other constraints do.
One of the only ways to
get out of a tight box is
to invent your way out.”
Jeff Bezos, Amazon

“Most of us understand
that innovation is
enormously important.
It's the only insurance
against irrelevance. It's
the only guarantee of
long-term customer
loyalty. It's the only
strategy for outperforming a dismal
economy.”
Gary Hamel, Strategos
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Roz Usheroff

These 4 simple steps will help you to deal with
workplace stress

In today's fast-paced business world
there is an ever increasing demand to
do more with fewer resources, and
in less time, than ever before.
This can lead you to feel stressed . .
. or should I say S-T-R-E-S-S-E-D!
Especially if you work in an
environment in which you are only
as good as your last success or sale.
As hard as people work, it can
be difficult to keep up.
The question this raises is what
can you do to tame the stress
monster and, restore some
semblance of peace and balance to
your life - both professionally and
personally?

1. Know The Source Of
Your Stress
I recently read a book about
emotional intelligence in which
the author talked about the
importance of finding the balance
between your emotional mind and
your rational mind.

"workplace stress costs more than $300 billion each year
in health care, missed work and stress-reduction."
American Institute of Stress

Without getting into the
physiological make-up of your
brain, anxiety and/or stress occur
when our emotional side
overrides our rational thought
process, to the point that we are
in a state of constant reaction.
This can lead to feelings of being
out of control, which in turn
perpetuates an escalating cycle of
stress.
In an effort to regain control and
leverage your rational
thinking abilities, knowing what is
causing your stress is key.
According to studies by
Stress.org, the main causes of
workplace stress are:
 Workload – 46%
 People issues – 28%
 Juggling work / personal lives 20%
 Lack of job security – 6%
While you may have one or
perhaps even a combination of the
above listed sources being at the
root of your stress, you can do
something about it.

2. Recognize That You
Are Not Powerless Take Action
One of the worst feelings you can
have is to feel that you are
trapped and that you can't do
anything about it.
When that happens, you are
reduced to being nothing more
than a spectator in your own life.
This ultimately increases your
stress levels!

But you can do something.
For example, if your workload is
too heavy, schedule a meeting
with your boss. Let them know
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that you want to maintain your
current high level of performance
but require more resources.
I can't tell how many times over
the years I have seen first-hand,
people who were trapped by
nothing more than their own
misperceptions as to what would
happen if they spoke up and said
stop, I have a problem or I need
help.
If you are experiencing workplace
stress because of a relationship
issue with a fellow employee,
make sure that you document
everything and then seek support
from either a mentor or your HR
Department.
If the source of your relationship
woes are with your boss, read
one of my most recent posts
titled 3 Steps For Dealing With A
Bad Boss.

what their goals are, and how you
can help them to achieve it. If you
do not fit into the new boss'
plans, then proactively look for
work elsewhere.

The point is you are not
powerless, so don't simply accept
the cards you have been dealt reshuffle the deck and take new
cards.

4. Have The Courage
To Face The Unknown .
. . Freedom

3. If You Can't Change
It, Then Just Change
There are of course things that
you can't control or change.
External factors beyond your
control include a Merger &
Acquisition, or the arrival of a
new boss. Either of these
scenarios can certainly throw
your world into a temporary spin
off its axis.
The key to dealing with stress that
originates outside of your direct
control, is to not dwell on what
has happened. Instead consider all
angles and then determine what
course of action you can take.
If you have a new boss, schedule a
time to meet with them to learn

At the end of the day, believing
that you are trapped and simply
grinning and bearing an intolerable
situation while waiting for the
other shoe to drop, is likely to be
more stressful than anything else.
It is far better to have the difficult
conversations and to look behind
the curtain of the unknown, than
it is to simply stay put and do
nothing.

Some of her clients include SAP,
Microsoft, VMware, Pratt &
Whitney, Morgan Stanley,
Novartis, AstraZeneca, Xerox,
Franklin Templeton, Pfizer,
General Mills, Capital One,
Johnson and Johnson and the U.S.
Department of Justice.
Roz has shared her insights at
distinguished educational
institutions such as Northwestern
University, Kellogg School of
Management and University of
Toronto and has appeared on
national radio and television
(NBC, CBC, BTV).
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Career: How to Develop a
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“Taking the Leap. How to Manage
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and Beyond” and her latest book,
“THE FUTURE OF YOU:
Creating your Enduring Brand.”
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Over the past two decades, Roz’s
unique abilities have positioned
her to work with Fortune 500
companies worldwide. She leads
her clients to maximize on their
personal brand, unique abilities
and talents, attract followers and
distinguish themselves.
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Lilach Bullock

How to write content that Google and your
audience loves

If you want to gather a loyal audience
for your blog then you must create
quality content that has real value for
your audience. If you want your blog
to be found by Google and the other
search engines, you need to write
content that is optimised for search
engines. Perhaps the biggest challenge
for bloggers is creating content that
effectively does both. In this blog
post I am going to explain how to
write content that your readers will
love, and want to share, and which is
also optimised for SEO so that it
ranks well in Google.
SEO is a subject that is frequently
misunderstood, but once you get
the basics right it isn’t really that
complicated. Some bloggers make
the mistake of putting SEO above
people, and writing content that
may rank well but doesn’t actually
say anything meaningful to the
reader. Others simply ignore SEO

entirely and write great content,
but because they don’t optimize it
properly their blog posts are only
seen by a tiny fraction of those
who would benefit from them.
The key to creating high ranking
content is to remember that while
SEO is important, people must
come first. If your blog posts are
to be successful there are two
goals, which they must
accomplish.
They must be appealing to the
reader so that they read them,
and they must benefit the reader
in some way, perhaps by solving a
problem they are facing, or by
teaching them to do something
that they didn’t know before.
How do you do that? How do you
strike that balance and produce
content that is of benefit to
people, but which also ranks well
in Google? In this post I am going
to show you exactly what is
involved.
Understanding internet search
First, a word about how search
engines work. We all know that
when you run a search in Google
you get back a long list of results
that are relevant to whatever you
typed into the search box, but
how is that list of results decided?
Why does one webpage rank #1
and another come at the bottom
of page 10?

The key to effective SEO is what
happens on your website. It may
be Google who determines your
ranking but they are only
responding to the way your
content is presented. Google
looks at a range of factors
including how you target
keywords, your anchor text, your
chosen meta tags etc. They will
also look at bounce rate,
engagement, retention rate, and
social shares. These are all areas
where you have control. If you
want to improve your Google
ranking, you have the tools to do
it. You just need to create the
right type of content.
Keywords in particular are
important for Google when it
tries to determine exactly what
your page is about. Google
determines the relevance of your
content by examining the page in
light of a number of different
factors, including how often, and
where certain words are used on
the page. It is these keywords that
are central to learning how to
write for Google.
Effective writing is a vital skill
when it comes to producing
content. It can often be a
worthwhile investment to hire a
professional writer to help with
your content creation. Without
effective writing no-one is going
read your blog posts or to take
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notice of what you say. Your
writing has to reflect a good
understanding of your audience.
You will need to understand what
they like, and what they need, and
you must explain how your
company can full-fill that need.
Your posts should prompt them
to take specific, definite action.
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Type in social media management,
and what you will get back is a
long list of associated keywords.
In this case a few examples we
could choose from would be:
social media marketing
social media tools
social media strategy
social media analytics

it isn’t going to attract the readers
you want.
Creating a good headline isn’t
difficult. Just try to think like your
reader. What do they want? What
were they searching for when
they typed their query into
Google? If you know what your

Creating interesting content that
is also well optimised for search
engines is about writing quality,
compelling content that targets
your chosen keywords, getting
this right ensures that you will
rank well in search engines, and
that your followers will be happy
to promote your content across
social media.
Choosing the
right keywords
Knowing which
keywords you
should be
targeting is vital if
you want your
content to be
seen. Two thirds
of all clicks go to one of the top
three Google results for every
search. If you can refine your
content to the point where you
manage to reach one of these
placings then you will be in a very
strong position to improve your
traffic.
How can you reach a top ranking
spot like this? By focusing your
efforts on the right keywords. It is
often most effective to look at
long-tail keywords as these are
less likely to be targeted by your
largest competitors. Long tail
keywords are three and four
keyword phrases, which are very
specific to your topic. Customers
usually have very specific
requirements when they enter a
search query, so using longer,
more specific keywords related to
your topic will help your content
to convert better.
Let’s suppose that you want to
write on the topic of social media
management. Your first step is to
find out what keywords
associated with that you could
target.
One tool which is helpful here, is
the Google Keyword Planner.

By including these phrases
throughout your content you
increase the likelihood of your
content ranking well.
How to write headlines that
drive traffic
Your headline is one of the most
important aspects of creating
quality SEO friendly content. It is
going to be the first thing that
anyone searching for your site
sees when the Google results
appear. It is essential that the
headline grabs your audience
immediately. They must know at
first glance that this content is
going to provide the information
that they need. If your headline
doesn’t grab their attention then
the click-through rate is going to
be low, and it doesn’t matter how
good the rest of your content is,

audience is looking for, then you
are a long way towards knowing
what your headline should be.
Headlines that ask questions are
often effective. Another
technique, which has proven it’s
worth, is to use numbers at the
start of your headline. This can be
seen on many authority sites,
including BusinessWeek, and
Mashable. Posts presented in list
format can often be more
clickable than what are seen as
denser articles.
Some examples of great headlines
would be:
 5 Ways to Grow your small
business
 How to boost your social
media reach in 24 hours
 6 mistakes most small
businesses make
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Why your start-up needs a
bigger image
Including keywords in your
title is a great idea if you can
do it and still have a headline
that flows naturally. Don’t try
to force a keyword into your
headline if it doesn’t make
sense to do so.

Creating the content
Search engines
feed on fresh,
original content,
and finding useful
content is the
primary reason
that most people
use Google in
the first place.
Providing a steady stream of new
content should give your readers
lots of great information, but it
also provides plenty of
opportunities to improve your
ranking within Google.
To consistently write content that
ranks well you need to have
specific goals in mind before you
start writing. You must target the
right keywords. This doesn’t mean
stuffing keywords into your
content for the sake of it, but it
does mean including them
naturally throughout the content.
How much content should I
write?
The quick answer to this is “As
much as you need to cover your
subject properly”.
Blog posts are getting longer. It
used to be that a blog post was
rarely more than 500 words, but
recent Google updates have
increased the trend towards more
detailed, longer blog posts that
provide really valuable in-depth
content. Longer content will
normally perform better than
shorter pieces, and will increase
your online profile with social
shares and links. It also is a great
way to showcase your industry
expertise and authority. Your blog
post should be at least 1200
words and closely focused on the
topic you are writing about. Don’t
be tempted to wander off topic
and get side tracked. If you do
think of something else while you
are writing, it can be a good idea
to make a note of it and then
create a separate post on that
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topic later. It’s better to have a
series of tightly focused posts,
than to have one very long post
that wanders about over several
different topics.
Before you begin to write, layout
your post. Every blog post needs
to have an introduction, a
content-rich middle, and an ending
that wraps up the post neatly.
Having the outline prepared in
advance will help to keep your
focused.
Add a clear introduction
Your blog post must be about
something. It may seem obvious,
but there must be a focus. The
introduction is where you catch
your reader’s attention and give
them a reason to keep reading all
the way through the post. In the
introduction lay out clearly what
your post is about. If you can you
should include at least one
keyword in the introduction.
Ideally a long-tailed keyword.
Don’t forget the metadescription
Meta descriptions are particularly
important for Google as this is the
part of your post that will appear
in Google search results, right
underneath your headline. This
will help guide the searchers
decision when they are
considering which search result to
select. Writing a good meta
description will significantly boost
the number of people who
choose to read your post
compared to the other results on
the same page. The meta
description should be in the range
of 150-160 characters in length.
Writing the perfect meta
description that manages to rank
highly in Google as well as holding
the attention of readers is all
about the right use of keywords.
To get this right you must
understand the purpose behind
keywords. What are people really
looking for when they enter a
search query in Google?
Suppose for example you are an
expert in social media and you
want to drive more clients by
improving your SEO.

It might be that your primary
keyword will be social media help
or improved social media, but
what do you think your clients are
really looking for at the moment
they enter that search query into
Google?
They may be thinking of social
media generally, but it’s more
likely that they are thinking in
more specific terms. They might
want:






Increased engagement with
followers
More likes on the Facebook
page
More Twitter followers
More comments on their
Instagram posts
Advice on converting more
leads

Your meta description must be
relevant to them. You have to
capture their interest by focusing
the description on the concerns
that are important to them. Write
the description with their needs in
mind, and explain how you can
meet those needs.
One example might be:
Need Social media help? Not getting
the results you want? Let an expert
turn your visitors into leads and get
your business the boost you deserve.
If you can include your main
keyword in the meta description
then do that, but if you find it
doesn’t flow naturally then don’t
worry about it. Many pages will
rank highly without including the
keyword here.
Keyword density & keyword
frequency
These are often mistaken for the
same thing, but there is an
important difference. Keyword
density refers to how often a
keyword appears on a page in
relation to other words on the
page and is generally expressed as
a %. Keyword frequency is a
simple count of the number of
times a keyword is found on the
page.
It is worth noting that while these
two factors are still important,
and still impact on how your post
will rank in Google, they are no
longer as important as they once
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were in determining rank. Recent
Google updates have placed more
emphasis on other factors,
including the length of your
content and how frequently it is
updated. They also consider noncontent related issues, including
the speed at which the page loads,
the extension on the domain
name, and how long the domain
name has been registered.
One point that should definitely
be remembered is that keyword
stuffing will get you penalised in
Google. If your keyword density is
higher than 5.5% then you will
need to go through your article
and reduce your keyword count
to achieve a lower ratio.
Linking your
content
Adding links in
your content can
be very
advantageous. If
you have already
written on a
related subject in
the past, then including a link to it
within your new post is a great
way to help your readers find
your existing content and helps
them stay on your website for
longer. If you refer to any
businesses, or other external sites
in your post it can also be a good
idea to link to them, as this is a
good way to demonstrate that
you value other websites, and that
your own content is reliable.
When you add these links it is
important that you anchor the
links using appropriate keywords
that directly relate to the content
to which you are linking.
Are you solving your readers’
problems?
The most useful content will
always attract the greatest
number of views, and the highest
number of shares on social media.
If you write content that answers
the questions your reader has,
then you should find that your
keywords flow naturally
throughout the content you are
writing. If you find that you are
struggling to fit them in, then this
may be a sign that you are either
targeting the wrong keywords, or
that your content is not focused
on the right questions.
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Remember the value of
subheadings
Subheadings make sense for
people, as they break up the text
on the page, but they are also vital
for SEO. Use heading tags h1-h6
to set your font size, these tags
will give Google an idea of the
relative importance you place on
each section and help them to
better understand the focus of
your piece.
However well you lay out your
content, and however much you
focus on optimising it, there is no
substitute for creating great
content. Your audience will know
if you are providing low-quality,
keyword-stuffed posts that are
only intended to be picked up by
search engines. They won’t read
your post, and they probably
won’t come back to read any
more of your content. This sort
of content doesn’t do anything for
your Google ranking either. With
each update Google adds greater
refinement to the way they
calculate ranking and low-quality
content is increasingly being
dropped from search results.
Writing a strong conclusion
Once you have covered your
subject thoroughly it’s time to
bring your post to an end. Don’t
just trail off, as if you have run out
of things to say. You wrote your
post for a reason. You want your
reader to do something, and this
is the part of your post when you
tell them what it is.

By following these steps you will
be able to improve your on-page
SEO and rank higher in Google
search results. What other tips
did I miss off the list? What have
you found to be effective when
optimising your content for SEO?
Let me know in the comments
section, and share this post with
others so that their ranking can
improve as well.
© Copyright, Lilach Bullock
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You need to write what is
commonly termed a ‘call to
action’ (CTA). Be persuasive. Tell
the reader what they now have to
do, and why they should do it.
Your CTA must give them a
reason to act. You may want to
re-emphasise the key point of
your message in the conclusion,
or to invite the reader to take the
next step and sign up for your
course, or download your ebook,
or whatever else you would like
them to do in response to your
message. Don’t leave them in any
doubt that your message requires
a response, and then tell them
what that response should be.
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Monique Jordan

Covert Disruption: an adaptive approach to
change

The Language of Change
Management: is it
contributing to low rates of
success?
Change Management has been
around for a while now, and yet 70%
[McKinsey Quarterly, 2010] of
change efforts fail or do not bring
about the desired outcomes in
behavior, mindsets or culture. As an
OCM (Organizational Change
Management) practitioner, I struggle
with that statistic. I can’t understand
why change efforts (specifically
initiatives targeted at changing
behavior, mindset and culture) led by
smart people, armed with great tools
and techniques are not more
effective, it defies logic!
I am beginning to wonder if the
way we think and talk about
change is getting in the way and
preventing us from increasing our
success. What happens when we
shift our focus and consider our
efforts as adaptation instead of
change?

First let’s look at the nature of
organizational change which has
distinct and separate phases:
1. A deliberate beginning where we decide to do
something different.
2. A transition period - where
we prepare to do it
differently.
3. An implementation phase where we adopt a new way
(with varying degrees of
success) of doing what we
used to do.
4. A completion period - where
the change is officially over
and the change support
system is dismantled. Phew!
Next. . .
Now consider the nature of
adaption which is evolutionary and
has no real beginning or end:
1. A continual series of
incremental adjustments
2. Occurs below the level of
consciousness and feels
inconsequential
3. Is driven by the need or
desire to maintain conformity
or become a better fit with
the environment.

The evolution of the
telephone from landlines to
smartphones is one
example of adaption.
Whether you were an early
adopter or a laggard
moving to the new
technology, there is no
denying smartphones have
changed how we behave,
how we view our world and
our culture. Yet it is not
possible to point to the
moment in time these
changes occurred. We did
not consciously decide to
change our behavior,
mindset or culture. It’s
equally important to note
that we also did not resist
it. Ultimately, we’ve
become better equipped
and more capable of living
our lives in the 21st
century.
Adaption is highly effective in
bringing about changes in
behavior, mindset and culture. It is
also dynamic, organic and
undisciplined. This powerful 1-2
punch begs the question of how
we might apply adaption, in a
deliberate manner, to increase
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our success in organizational
cultural change.

Understanding the power
of adaption
Research from the field of social
neuroscience helps us better
understand the power of
adaption. In simple terms social
neuroscience studies how our
brains influence and inform our
behavior, relationships and social
interactions. What we now know
is, we are wired to first and
foremost avoid threats and
secondly seek rewards in five
domains: Status, Certainty,
Autonomy, Relatedness, Fairness
(SCARF Model, David Rock,
2008).
Change is frequently perceived as
a threat because it decreases
certainty (we are no longer sure
what is going to happen) and
autonomy (we have little to no
control over what is going to
happen). Depending on the type
of change, we may also
experience threats to our status (I
used to be in the know and now I
am not), relatedness (this change
only affects me, or affects me
differently than most) and fairness
(it’s not fair that I have to
change). Therefore, the natural
response to change is negative,
defensive and we are compelled
to run away from it.
Adaption, the process of making
adjustments in our behavior in an
effort to better fit in our
environment, is not perceived at a
threat because it’s not being done
to us. We are growing in a
desirable direction, at a pace that
is comfortable and its happening
without us having to consciously
think about it. Not only do we
have a choice and control over
what we want to do differently,
we are solving a problem and
making our lives better. This is
motivating, thank your happy
hormones: adrenaline &
dopamine!
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Neuroscience helps to draw a
subtle, yet meaningful, distinction
between change and adaption.
Change is threatening and we are
compelled to run away from it.
Adaption is rewarding and we are
intrinsically drawn to it. Given
our predisposition to resist the
threat of change and our inherent
desire to adapt, it’s reasonable to
conclude adaption is a more
successful approach to change.
The final question then is how can
we take advantage of the force of
adaption?

Covert Disruption®:
harnessing the power of
adaption

Disruptive because it draws on
the phenomenon of social
contagion - where behavior and
ideas spread in a viral manner
similar to colds – intuitively fueled
by our natural desire to fit in as
well as mirror what we see and
experience. The new behaviour
and ways of working manifested
by ‘exposed’ individuals in new
situations and new teams
continues to amplify and the new
skills grow organically. The new
ways are adopted not because
they have been called out as a
new way of working; they are
adopted because they are solving
real problems and teams and
individuals are more successful.

Covert Disruption® is a
methodology that capitalizes on
our desire to thrive and fit in our
environment in a way that is nonthreatening and fosters
engagement. The aim is to create
conditions for change and shifts
the focus from overcoming
resistance to avoiding it all
together. Let’s explore this idea a
little more.

Covert Disruption® creates a
reward response when individuals
solve their own problems, grow
as individuals and increase their
collective success. It is a natural
process that is occurring all
around us every day. Think about
the incremental changes you make
in your life that go unnoticed until
you look back and compare the
present with the past.

Covert because it introduces new
ideas and ways of working that
solve an existing problem without
calling it out as new or different.

© Copyright, Monique Jordan

The new behavior is modelled
while facilitating a team through a
real [current and relevant]
problem they are struggling with;
and the new ways of working are
a consequence of the solution an
outgrowth of solving the
problem. Teams learn new
behaviors and ways of working
through observation and
experience evidenced by subtle
shifts in their own behavior. Since
attention is never called to the
desired change in behavior or
methods it goes unnoticed.
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Ajay Prasad

Five effective ways to build a strong online
reputation

Online review sites now give
customers the power to write a
public review of your business at any
time, making many business owners
feel completely defenceless against
the potential onslaught.
Reviews can pop up when you
least expect them, and they can
have a lasting effect on how
potential and regular customers
perceive your business.
In short, online reviews can be a
pain—especially if you're below
the three-star average range.
Managing online reputation is
absolutely essential to building a
strong customer base and
maintaining steady revenue,
especially for small businesses.
Most people will make their
buying decisions through online
research, and reviews are often a
facilitating factor—especially when
ratings are usually the first thing
that a potential customer will see
when searching for your business
on Google.
Improving a poor online
reputation is no walk in the park,
but following through with each of
the following five tactics could
effectively bring those scores up
and promote an overall positive
image of your company.

1. Immediately respond
to every review on
every site
What you'll accomplish...
 You'll show potential and current
customers that you care.
 You'll locate and solve potential
problems.
The major review sites for the
general market are mainly Yelp,
Facebook, Yahoo, and Google+.
However, you need to be aware
of the various review sites that
pertain to your particular business
and industry.
For example, e-commerce sites
should be concerned about the
reviews that their products
receive on Amazon. Hotels and
restaurants need to keep a close
eye on TripAdvisor and Yelp, and
preschools need to worry about
GreatSchools.org.
Managing reviews on all those
sites takes a lot of work, which is
why it's a good idea to assign at
least one person to check each
site daily. Make a list of every site
where your business or product
could be reviewed by a customer,
and bookmark each page for easy
access. Not every site will have a
new review every day, so this
process will be pretty quick and
seamless.
Most sites allow you to respond
to reviews, so write a response
for EVERY review that you can,

directly on the site: Share your
perspective of an incident if there
was a bad review, and try to
rectify the issue publicly; also
show your appreciation to
customers who raved about your
business. When you do, potential
customers will see how
responsive you are to both
positive and negative reviews.
If a site doesn't allow a direct
response to a review, see
whether you can locate the
particular customer's information
and contact him/her; however, do
so only if the customer gave you
his/her information willingly. You
can also write a response to the
customer's profile directly if the
site allows it.
Here's how you should handle
review responses:
 Respond to a positive review
with a "thank you" and give
them some incentive to come
back again
 Respond to a negative review
by offering to help fix the
situation. Provide your
contact information and
follow up with them if they
don't reach out to you.

2. "Intercept" reviews
before they're posted
What you'll accomplish...
 You'll prevent negative reviews
from being posted.
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You'll resolve customer
complaints before they're made
public.

Create a system for consistently
contacting customers immediately
after they do business with you,
and ask their opinion of your
service. You can use online
surveys that you send immediately
after a transaction or an onlocation visit, or at-the-counter
forms that they can fill out.
Anything that you can do to
receive a customer's opinion right
when (or before) they walk out
the door (figurative or actual) is
important for managing
reputation.
When you reach out to
customers that quickly, you will
have given them an outlet to
express their potential grievances
or compliments.
Allowing them a private outlet to
voice their views could prevent
them from ever posting negative
reviews online—even if the
problem isn't resolved—since
they essentially get their
complaints out of their system.

3. Locate your happy
customers and get them
to write about you
What you'll accomplish...
 You'll build relationships with
happy customers to keep them
coming back.
 You'll convince customers to
recommend your services and
spread positive word-of-mouth.
Intercepting customer opinions, as
described earlier, can get you in
contact with happy customers,
who constitute the most
important voice a business can
have. However, most satisfied
customers won't write a review
unless the service that they
received was on a positive level
that they had never experienced
before.
If you can intercept happy
customers while a good
experience is fresh in their minds,
then you have the opportunity to
direct them online to write a
review.
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But be careful how you phrase
your follow-up message, because
you need to ensure that the
customer doesn't feel used and
that you don't sound desperate.
Simply providing the link within a
message of gratitude could be
enough to lead customers to
those review sites.
You can also respond to popular
reviews on lesser-known sites,
and invite those customers to
post their review on one of the
better-known sites.

4. Use customer
feedback as actionable
advice
What you'll accomplish...

You'll receive valuable input
(negative or positive) about your
overall business.

You'll be able to improve your
business by considering that
input as heartfelt advice.
When viewing customer
feedback—both online and in
private—keep record of the
responses. Using both positive
and negative feedback as
actionable advice for your
business can help you improve the
services that you provide.
If a customer is willing to discuss a
certain aspect of your business
with you or the world, then it
likely really stood out in their eyes
and will likely stand out to others
as well.
Keep the data on all reviews and
responses. Doing so is much
easier if you can provide your
customers with a survey that can
be easily analyzed for data—for
example, by using number ratings
as responses to each question. If
your questions are specific enough
to each aspect of the service you
provide, you can create a nice
visual (chart/graph) that rates all
areas of your business so you can
easily locate your strengths and
weaknesses to make proper
adjustments.

5. Stay true to your
promises
What you'll accomplish...
 You'll not promise something
that you can't follow through
with.



You'll generate trust among
customers and build a positive
reputation.

Trustworthiness is the most
important attribute for any
business to maintain. Most
frustrations will result from
customers' not receiving the
service they expect, and those
expectations will often relate back
to promises that a company failed
to uphold.
Any statement that you make to
the public and your customers
shouldn't be broken, so it's up to
you to keep track of every
promise that you make.
Knowing what you have promised
your customers makes it much
easier to follow through with all
of the above tactics, because
miscommunications can then be
sorted out honestly and
effectively. Any complaints
directed specifically toward an
aspect of your customer service
can be addressed accordingly—
and improved.
If you follow the advice outlined
above, promote excellent
customer service, and follow
through with your promises, your
company's reputation will
inherently grow as a result. All
you need to do is to also take
initiative rather than only react.
Bad reviews are not going to
disappear, and good reviews will
not magically grow on their own.
Your online reputation is in your
hands.
© Copyright, Ajay Prasad
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Amy Morin

7 reasons productive people go to bed early

It’s bedtime and you still have two
more hours of work to do. Should
you stay up later to get your work
done? Or just call it a day even
though your unfinished work will
mean you have more to do
tomorrow?
Staying up an extra hour or two
to finish your work can be
tempting. But missing just a few
hours of sleep today can have
serious consequences tomorrow.
Here are seven reasons why the
most productive people go to bed
early:

1. You can’t retain what
you learn when you’re
tired.
The quantity and quality of your
sleep plays a major role in your
ability to learn new information.
Sleep deprivation impairs your
focus, attention, and working
memory. That means you may
have to repeat tasks several times
and you may be more likely to
make careless mistakes.

2. Your mood becomes
unstable when you’re
drained.
Studies show a lack of sleep can
lead to increased irritability and
mood changes. Skimping on sleep
on a consistent basis sleep could
lead to more serious psychological

problems, such as anxiety
disorders and depression.

3. Sleep deprivation
impairs your judgment.
A lack of sleep greatly impairs
your ability to make good
decisions. A 2007 study published
in the journal Sleep found that
sleep deprivation diminishes your
moral judgments. Participants who
had been deprived of sleep
struggled to resolve moral
dilemmas and their response time
in making decisions was much
slower.

4. Lack of sleep
increases your risk of
accidents.
Researchers at Harvard Medical
School report that insomnia is
responsible for 274,000 workplace
accidents and errors each year.
That costs employers up to $31
billion annually.
Sleep deprivation impairs
everything from your motor skills
to your reaction time. So whether
you fall down a flight stairs or you
crash a forklift, missing a few
hours of much needed sleep can
cost you and your employer a lot
of time and money.

“…missing just a few
hours of sleep today can
have serious
consequences
tomorrow.”
5. Your health
deteriorates when you
aren’t well-rested.
Sleep deprivation has been linked
to a variety of health problems
including heart disease, obesity
high blood pressure, stroke, and
diabetes.
Infection-fighting antibodies are
also reduced when you don’t get
enough sleep, which means your
immune system becomes weaker
and places you at a higher risk of
illness. Inadequate sleep has even
been linked to a shorter lifespan.

6. Your efficiency
plummets when you’re
sleepy.
Despite being present physically,
you won’t be 100% present
mentally when you’re sleep
deprived. Studies estimate people
who aren’t getting enough sleep
cost their employers about 11.3
days of work each year in reduced
productivity.
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7. Fatigue reduces your
ability to handle stress.
Sleep deprivation robs you of mental
strength and impairs your ability to
deal with stressful events. Research
shows that missing just a few hours of
sleep diminishes a person’s ability to
deal with negative circumstances.
Get Adequate Sleep
While you can recover from an
occasional late night or two,
making it a regular habit to stay up
late can lead to a sleep deficit that
you won’t be able to repay. If you
want your body and your brain to
function at their peak, strive to get
seven to eight hours of sleep each
night.
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Walter Chen

5 email newsletters that will
teach you more than an
MBA from Harvard
disparate sources, and deliver it
right to your inbox.
But you can't just sign up for
every newsletter that looks
decent. You need to be selective
and find a combination of
newsletters that look at the news
from different angles that give you
a complete view of what's going
on. Here are five of the best
newsletters in the tech world
each offering a different
perspective and a unique recipe of
news, analysis, and strategic
insight.

This article first appeared on:
http://amymorinlcsw.com/blog/2016/0
4/11/7-reasons-productive-people-goto-bed-early/
© Copyright, Amy Morin
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regular contributor to Forbes and
Psychology Today. Her expertise in
mental strength has attracted
international attention. Her bestselling
book, 13 Things Mentally Strong
People Don’t Do, is being translated
into more than 20 languages.
Amy’s advice has been featured by a
number of media outlets, including:
Parenting, Time, Fast Company, Good
Housekeeping, Elle, Cosmopolitan,
Success, Oprah.com, Health.com, Fox
News, NBC, ABC, MSN, Lifetime
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provided on-camera interviews for
Fox Business, Forbes, and TheBlaze
TV. She’s a frequent guest on a variety
of radio shows as well.
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The newsletters mentioned
below are packed with
content you need day in
and day out. When you
imagine high-powered
CEOs starting their
morning, you probably
picture them kicking back
with a copy of The Wall
Street Journal or The New
York Times to get a handle
on the day's news.
But you'd be wrong.
Quartz recently surveyed 940
top-tier executives, and found
that 60 percent of them stay
informed by reading email
newsletters, compared to just 28
percent using news apps and 3
percent reading physical
newspapers.
Between conventional news
organizations, industry-specific
sites, and blogs, there's more
content than ever being created
every day. Finding the news
coverage you need is like trying to
find a needle in a haystack. The
beauty of email newsletters is that
they scour the Web, assemble the
very best content from all these

1. Hiten Shah's SaaS Weekly
Not many people in SaaS
(software as a service) keep
busier than Hiten Shah. He's cofounded more than seven
companies in the last 12 years.
Two of them Web analytics
providers Kissmetrics and Crazy
Egg pull in millions a year.
With that resume, it's no surprise
that the biggest names in tech
count Hiten's newsletter, SaaS
Weekly, as a must-read. For
example, a quick look at his post
announcing the newsletter shows
that Product Hunt founder Ryan
Hoover was an immediate
subscriber.
Every Monday, SaaS Weekly hits
subscribers with the deepest
analysis and most cutting-edge
news from the SaaS industry. SaaS
is always changing, and yesterday's
news quickly becomes today's
trash. But Hiten is out there in
the thick of it every single day,
speaking at conferences, working
with the experts, and keeping his
ear to the ground for the latest
trends. Plus, as a founder and
CEO, he knows enough to cover
it all product, growth, sales, and
everything in between.
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2. Jimmy Daly's The Swipe
File
Jimmy Daly is an expert when it
comes to crafting high-quality
content that brings in the traffic.
While serving as head of content
marketing for email marketing
platform Vero, he grew the
company's blog to over 100,000
monthly readers.
His newsletter, The Swipe File, is
geared mostly toward fellow
marketers, but offers creative
inspiration and productivity advice
that can help anyone work better-there's a huge range of lessons.
One day, Jimmy will link you to
one of the Web's most
comprehensive list of SEO tools
for marketers. Another, he'll let
you in on a super useful tactic for
signing PDFs electronically. And
sometimes, he'll hit you with
some general life advice on why
you always need to pick up new
skills and "be a rookie at
something." The newsletter offers
an eclectic mix of tips with one
common denominator: It's always
useful.
3. Ben Thompson's
Stratechery
Ben Thompson previously worked
in marketing and strategy at bluechip tech companies like Apple,
Microsoft, and Automattic. But
now, his primary gig is running the
Stratechery Daily Update. Full
disclosure: Some of his site's
content is free, but you'll have to
pony up $10 a month to subscribe
to the newsletter this is Ben's fulltime job but it's more than worth
it.
Stratechery's daily updates are
long-form deep dives into the
most important news in tech.
What really separates Stratechery
from the rest of the pack is
Thompson's willingness to stake a
bold opinion on the topics he
writes about, backed up by data,
logic, and an understanding of the
wider industry.
For example, a post this week
discussed Facebook's impressive
earnings report. Anyone can tell
you that Facebook is killing it, but
by analyzing the data for example,
the fact that over 40 million smallto-medium businesses have a
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mobile-enabled Facebook page
Thompson makes a convincing
case that Facebook is set to
replace television as a dominant
marketing force. He writes with
authority, and provides big
insights backed up by years of
experience.
4. Mattermark Daily
In addition to its "Bloomberg for
startups" product offering,
Mattermark also curates one of
the best, most popular
newsletters in tech. Over 80,000
people subscribe everyone from
investors to founders to rank and
file engineers start their mornings
with Mattermark Daily.
Each edition has two sections.
The "From the Investors" section
lists the day's best articles from
the VC world, which tend to
focus on industry trends and
advice on what investors are
looking for.
The "From the Operators"
section contains articles written
by people at startups those
articles focus more on day-to-day
management and strategy.
Mattermark is great for anyone in
the startup world because of its
dual-pronged approach. Readers
can cherry-pick insights from a
macro, investor-focused level, or
get actionable advice right from
the startup trenches.
5. First Round Review
First Round Capital is a venture
capital firm that touts its focus on
enabling success for the startups it
invests in. Evidently, they're doing
something right First Round has
invested in the likes of Uber,
Warby Parker, and Hotel Tonight.
It's safe to say they know a thing
or two about running a startup.
Its newsletter, First Round
Review, takes a similar approach,
and sends its subscribers content
based on interviews with startup
founders or higher-ups. Rather
than curate content from around
the Web, First Round Review
actually has these people come
and write articles on their own
site.

The articles are valuable because
of the way they blend high-level
strategy with actionable advice.
For instance, check out this article
on Brett Kopf, founder of Remind,
a platform for teachers to
communicate with students and
parents. He makes a big point startups need to be obsessed with
customers to know how to serve
them and then offers actionable
advice around that, explaining
how he personally meets with
teachers who use Remind, and
even hires some of them.
Those kinds of lessons make First
Round Review a must-read for
anyone who works at a startup.
It's all about balance
Each of the newsletters in your
rotation needs to bring something
different to the table. Think about
it in basketball terms Stephen
Curry's off-the-charts three-point
shooting is the biggest reason the
Golden State Warriors are so
good, but they also need a bruiser
like Draymond Green to go hard
in the paint and grab rebounds.
They complement each other
perfectly.
These five newsletters do the
same thing. Each one has a unique
perspective and area of expertise,
which gives you the balanced diet
of information you need to start
the day.
© Copyright, Walter Chen

About the Author
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standup. He's a software engineer
and ex-lawyer based in New
York.
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Dr. Donald E. Wetmore

Crucial v. Not Crucial
fool the world sometimes but we
cannot fool ourselves.)

We all have “too much to do.” True?
Sure enough. And that says a lot of good
things about you. That you have “too
much to do” suggests that a lot of
people have entrusted much confidence
in you. I mean, people who are drifting
about early each afternoon begging coworkers for something to do, may not
have earned that confidence from
others. And this applies not only in our
work lives but in our personal lives as
well.
But this creates a double-edged
sword. On the one hand, it’s great to
enjoy the confidence of others. Yet,
having “too much to do” often creates
the stresses and distresses that may
reduce your overall productivity.
I divide our responsibilities into two
categories: “Crucial” and “Not
Crucial.” Crucial items give us the
“biggest bang for the buck” for the
time spent and is the most productive
use of our time. It is the logical use of
our time. “Not Crucial” gives us
emotional relief. It’s doing the little
things, the junk mail, desk dusting and
the like, that, while necessary, do not
really advance our daily success very
much.
When we accomplish the “Crucial”
things in our life we are doing
“business” v “busyness.” We are
making progress versus wheel
spinning. Have you ever had a day
when you were busy the whole
daylong but when you got home that
night you knew you had not
accomplished a darn thing? (We can

Doing the Crucial things builds up our
self-esteem and our motivation level.
Ever notice when you’ve had a really
productive “Crucial” day how that
positive momentum carried forward
into your evening hours? You are
more inclined to do the
woodworking, spend time with the
kids, or work on hobbies, when
you’ve had a great day. But when
you’ve had one of those “Not Crucial”
days, the motivation and momentum
levels are reduced and when we come
home that night, many of us just want
to block out the day with that all
important exercise, “click, click, click,”
the sound of the TV remote device,
surfing us through a multitude of
channels that fail to grab our interest.
I really believe that most people,
intuitively and instinctively, want to be
good time managers. It makes sense.
The better we manage our time, the
more results we will enjoy. It’s the
logical choice.
So let’s say it’s the start of your
workweek and you have a lot of
“things to do,” some of which are
“Crucial,” some “Not Crucial.”
Intuitively and instinctively you and I
want to be good time managers.
Therefore, where does our attention
gravitate towards? Do we focus on
the “Crucial” or “Not Crucial” tasks?
The “Crucial”? Sure! Logic tells us
that. The more “Crucial” things we
do, the more productivity and success
we enjoy.
But, you know what? When given a
choice between “Crucial” and “Not
Crucial” items, we will almost always
do the “Not Crucial” items and ignore
the “Crucial” items in spite of the fact
that we all want to be productive in
our day.

You see the “Crucial” items are
typically longer and harder to
accomplish. The “Not Crucial” items
are typically quicker and fun and
emotionally satisfying.
We need to get over to the “Crucial”
side more often to increase our
personal productivity.
© Copyright, Dr. Don Wetmore

About the Author
(Dr.) Don Wetmore is a full-time
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Why?
Because we are driven more by
emotion rather than logic.
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Aki Kalliatakis

Rescue the SA consumer…and save your own
business

Reinvention has become a major trend.
You can consult psychologists and
therapeutic hypnotists or read self-help
guides to a new you. The key is
recognition that things must change; a
crisis is near and a new start is overdue.

Consumers are simply drawing on
past experience. Traditionally,
businesses respond to pressure by
cutting back, protecting margins and
passing on costs to the consumer.

Consumer-friendly staff could also
point out any products that keep
prices ‘low’ while quietly reducing the
pack size.
Helpfulness could extend beyond the
shop.

That crunch hit retailing some years
ago, but we have yet to see shopping
reinvention. However, recent
statistics suggest change is now
urgent.

Reinvention is called for. Our retailers
still have to contain costs and defend
margins, but this time around they
could try doing something different as
well – like becoming the shopper’s
price-fighting ally; not as a gimmick,
but as an act of reinvention.

According to Trade Intelligence, R78
of every R100 spent by consumers is
used to pay down debt.

You don’t communicate a deeply felt
change of heart in a press release. You
do it by behaving differently.

You rescue the consumer from
unnecessary expense. In the process
you could save your own business.

Standard Bank then tells us the biggest
items of household expenditure are
food, beverages and tobacco,
accounting for 20% of consumer
spend. Transport costs account for
another 15%.

Sales staff are taught to up-sell and
cross-sell. Engaging in selective downselling is unprecedented. But in a
crisis, it might be justified.

© Copyright, Aki Kalliatakis

Typically, 60% of household spending
goes on absolute essentials, with food
the priority.
Food is becoming a crisis zone.
Agri SA warns of ‘enormous’ food
price increases in 2016. We see
headlines about concern around
retailers profiting from food prices
while Agriculture Minister Senzeni
Zokwana admonishes business not to
engage in profiteering.
The headlines suggest our retailers
have an image problem. Drought
comes, food inflation sets in and
profiteering at the tills is instantly
suspected.

Staff who spot pensioners doublechecking the price of the cheapest
cuts of meat might like to direct them
to genuine bargains. They could help
by telling customers when and where
genuine pensioner specials will be run.
Staff could pass on friendly tips like
the impact of rand weakness on
imported speciality lines – items they
might prefer to skip if money is tight.
Price differentials could usefully be
pointed out. Maize might be up, but
samp and rice prices might be stable.
In the fruit and veg section, staff could
educate shoppers on the wisdom of
buying in-season produce at keen
prices.

Really helpful staff would know the
nearby restaurants that offer good
value – 50% off hake and chips on
Mondays, two pizzas for the price of
one, etc.

About the Author
Aki Kalliatakis runs The Leadership
LaunchPad, a business focused on
customer loyalty and radical marketing
that he founded in 1989. He helps
companies to implement customized
service and loyalty strategies and
lectures at executive development
programmes for a number of business
schools of both local and international
universities, though he believes
practical ideas are more important
than academic theory. He adds value
at training programs in Africa and
around the world.

Co-ordinates
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Website:
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Sydney Finkelstein

Three traits that will get you hired by the best
bosses

‘Superbosses may come from different
industries, and different countries, but to a
remarkable extent they are all looking for
the same thing when it comes to hiring’
There’s a secret of success that even
the best business and career books
rarely mention.
But if you’ve paid attention to the
movers and shakers in your
industry, you might have noticed
that a surprising number of those
headliners will have worked for
the same person. Those who
haven’t will very often have
worked for someone who did.
I call these managers superbosses, exceptional leaders who
help other people accomplish
more than they ever thought
possible. They’re those special
bosses everyone wants — even
before they became renown —
the kind that open the door to
new opportunities that can’t help
but accelerate your career. I’m
talking about innovative leaders
like Ralph Lauren in US fashion,
Archie Norman in UK retail, and
Ravi Venkatesan in Indian banking
and technology. But I am also
talking about the people in your
field — middle or senior
managers — who seem to be
connected to peers who’ve been
more successful than most others.
Think about it for a moment.
Once you’ve got the name of your
field’s magic-maker in your head,
you’ll quickly realise it’s
everywhere. A large portion of
the stars in the industry will have
the magic name on their CV. The
name will be mentioned with a
strange mixture of familiarity and

awe. People will refer to this
super-boss in passing, treating
others as though they have failed
a little test if they don’t recognise
the reference. Shared anecdotes,
first-hand or even second-hand,
become something to bond over.
‘Once you’ve got the name of your
field’s magic-maker in your head,
you’ll quickly realise it’s everywhere’
Gradually, you will realise that
contact with this person,
especially working for him or her,
seems to put people on a fast
track to success. Log some time
and you’re likely to go places, too.
If you don’t you will be forever at
a disadvantage compared to those
who were close to him.
Super-bosses may come from
different industries, and different
countries, but to a remarkable
extent they are all looking for the
same thing when it comes to
hiring. How do you match up?

The first must-have trait
One thing that virtually all superbosses look for is unusual
intelligence.
‘If you look around the room and
you’re the smartest person in the
room, you’re in the wrong room’
Norman Brinker believed that the
most important part of running a
restaurant chain was hiring the
smartest possible people. Style
icon Lauren looked for a kind of

“fashion intelligence.” He wanted
everyone who worked for him,
even in the most menial roles, to
have a fashion sense and be able
to say interesting things about
clothes.
Lorne Michaels, creator of
Saturday Night Live, has a rule
that he repeats all the time: “If
you look around the room and
you’re the smartest person in the
room, you’re in the wrong room.
You know, if you look around the
room and you think, ‘God, these
people are amazing’, then you’re
probably in the right room.”
Virtually all super-bosses place an
emphasis on having everyone
around them be as smart as
possible, and they suss this out
not only through interviews but
by also observing people closely
during on-the-job trial periods.

The second must-have
trait
A second attribute that will make
a super-boss pay attention is
creativity.
‘Super bosses are not looking for
employees who think the same way
they do’
They are looking for employees
who, like them, can tackle
problems originally and differently.
Even more, super-bosses are
looking for employees who can
actually get somewhere with an
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original line of thought, who can
creatively apply what they know.
When super-bosses talk with
prospective employees, they want,
more than anything else, to hear
how they think. This is why superbosses as diverse as Brinker, Larry
Ellison and Roger Corman were
known to listen intently when
talking with job candidates,
expecting to learn something new
themselves.
When former employees describe
the hiring practices of superbosses, the emphasis on creativity
may take many forms, but it is
often overt. Lee Clow, one of
advertising mogul Jay Chiat’s
closest associates, emphasized
that Chiat “didn’t hire off the
conventional portfolio/resume—
he looked for people who did
things creatively”.
Clow, the co-creator of the
famous 1984 ad that introduced
Apple’s Macintosh computer
during the US National Football
League’s Super Bowl XVIII
telecast, was himself an illustration
of this principle. He landed his job
with Chiat’s firm by carrying out
an eccentric, yet highly creative,
ad campaign devoted entirely to
the proposition that Chiat should
hire him. He created slogans and
designs, had bumper stickers and
T-shirts made, used mailings and
phone calls, and kept bombarding
Chiat’s firm with his message until
they put him on payroll.
It wouldn’t have worked if the ad
campaign hadn’t also
demonstrated considerable
quality. But the real differentiator
was the emphasis on creativity.

The third must-have
trait
The third key thing super-bosses
look for is extreme flexibility.
‘Although super bosses often hire
people with special areas of
expertise, they are not usually
interested in specialists who can only
do one thing’
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They want a kind of brilliance that
can be applied to many sorts of
problems.
Brinker, for instance, thought that
talented people should be able to
handle any position. One of his
associates used a sports metaphor
to describe his attitude: “Norman
wasn’t a fan of hiring people to
play first base, for example; he
just wanted to hire a good
baseball player.”
Although American newspaper
editor Gene Roberts helped
employees build expertise in
specific niches, he believed that
every reporter and columnist who
worked for him should be able to
cover any breaking news story,
regardless of the subject.
Super-bosses may come from
different industries, and different
countries, but to a remarkable
extent they are all looking for
three traits when hiring.
To underscore their appreciation
for flexibility, super-bosses
frequently assign new hires jobs
that have little to do with their
previous experience and
qualifications. Roberts was known
to take someone who had been
processing comic strips and make
him a feature writer, or to assign
a sportswriter to cover politics.
Bill Sanders, the real-estate
financier and founder of Security
Capital, would regularly move
people to different jobs in
different parts of his company.
And film producer Corman
regularly filled the positions
needed for film productions with
people he had hired for
completely different jobs. Actor
Jack Nicholson, for example,
worked for Corman as a writer
and as a director.
The determination of superbosses to recruit the most
intelligent, creative, and flexible
employees possible is central to
how they think about talent, and
success. Hitching a ride with a
super-boss can be a game changer
in your career. Now you know
what it’ll take to get into that
game.
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Helen Anderson

Top Tips for authority and gravitas!

In the course of my coaching career I
have seen many female clients in
leadership roles who often find it
difficult to command authority in a
male-dominated work environment.
They, quite rightly, do not want to
‘copy’ their male counterparts by
becoming more masculine in
order to gain gravitas. So the
challenge for them is to find a
strong sense of authority whilst
still remaining true to their
feminine identity.
In terms of delivery styles, I
frequently see female clients
struggling to take up the
appropriate amount of space.
Posture has a powerful effect on
emotion; i.e. if you stand or sit
with a sense of authority, you
start to feel in control of a
situation.

particularly if you are wearing
heels.






So here are a few ‘top tips’ to
increase your authority and
gravitas in the workplace




Stance: Make sure your feet
are grounded with your
weight evenly distributed. This
will avoid any temptation to
rock or shift your weight from
one leg to the other, both of
which will undermine what
you are saying and make you
feel insecure.
‘Plant’ your feet hip-width
apart. If your feet are too
close together, you will
struggle to feel grounded,



Imagine there is a piece of
string pulling you up from the
crown of your head. This will
ensure you are using your
maximum height. Allow your
arms to move away from your
side when you gesture. This
will help you feel that you own
the space.
When sitting, sit as far back in
the chair as possible and use
the back of the chair as a
support without collapsing
into it. Make sure your hands
are visible and above the table
to enable you to gesture
freely.
Make sure that you are not
collapsing in the centre of
your torso, particularly when
seated. This will give your
lungs the space to fill deeply
which will, in turn, create a
more grounded, resonant and
powerful voice. This deeper
breath will also fuel your brain
with oxygen, clarifying your
thoughts and increasing
fluency in moments of anxiety.
If possible, keep both your
feet grounded on the floor
when sitting. If you do want to
cross your legs, make sure
that you are not crossing
them to the extent that the
angle of your body has turned
slightly to one side. This will
undermine your authority and
may mean that someone next

to you could be receiving a
negative impression from you
as you have turned away from
them.
The above tips should help you
increase your power and
authority through posture. Taking
your time when speaking and
using pauses wherever possible to
refuel with breath will also give
you a stronger sense of gravitas
and credibility. The key is to
understand that you are not
‘pretending’ to be anyone else.
Observe yourself when you are at
your most confident and
authoritative, and transfer this
behaviour into situations where
you wish to raise your status. You
will be surprised at the results.
© Copyright, Helen Anderson
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Audra Oliver

Which words matter most
when we talk
explains the results of one of his
studies:

Our brains magically single out
language from any other sound. They
then port it to the right “department”
in order to give it meaning. In fact they
port it to two different departments of
the brain – one that comprehends the
meaning of the words, and the
other that comprehends meaning
through melody.
So while we used to think body
language was everything when it came
to conveying our point, we now know
intonation and actual wording
matters more. Communicating clearly
when you speak is dependent on the
words you say and the tone of your
voice.
It is also dependent on a several other
things. Here are a few tips we have
compiled from leading research done
in this field.

The symbol rated with the highest
positive emotional content was the smiley
face. The painting of the Mona Lisa is
one particular example of that feeling of
calmness.
Talk no longer than 30 seconds in
a given conversation
Newberg adds:
The human brain can really only hold on
to four things at a time, so if you go on
and on for five or 10 minutes trying to
argue a point, the person will only
remember a very small part of that.
Instead, 30 seconds is the optimal
amount for us to speak at any given
time he says.
Avoid adverbs in speech and
writing
Adverbs are said to be one of the
worst elements of speech and can
even make a listener or reader lose
trust. Writer Kim Peres explains:
Using single words to describe actions
and objects quickly brings them to mind.
When someone “stabs” a straw into their
drink we see it, but “pokes swiftly” is not
so clear. When a person “meanders” it is
more accurate than “walking slowly.
Peres goes on to explain that “too
much unnecessary text induces
skipping.”

Smiling – the highest positive
emotional gesture
One of the most powerful elements
to consider when thinking about
speech is your facial expression. As
researcher Andrew Newberg
uncovers in his book “Words Can
Change Your Brain”, the facial
expressions we carry have a huge
impact on how what we are saying is
perceived. Note facial expressions are
different than body language. He

What we easily forget on a very high
level is that using fewer words
builds trust. So any words that don’t
convey meaning can erode our
readers’ and listeners’ interest.
The skill of asking questions:
“What would you do?”
According to journalist-turnedentrepreneur Evan Ratliff, starting
questions with “who,” “what,”
“where,” “when,” “how,” or “why” is
likely to get a great response. To be
avoided are “would,” “should,” “is,”
“are,” and “do you think,” as they can
limit how people respond to you a lot.

To give an example:
Good: “What would you do?”
Bad: “Would you do X?”
Terrible: “Would you do X or Y or Z or
Q or M or W or … ?”
Quick last fact: Make three
positive comments for every
negative statement
The last tip comes from Andrew
Newberg again. His research suggests
that negative arguments have an
incredibly detrimental effect to our
brain. We need to pay particular
attention to not let them take over
and ensure we use a 3-to-1 ratio of
positive to negative comments.
He explains:
When you get into a dialogue with
somebody to discuss any particular issue,
a three-to-one ratio is a relatively good
benchmark to think about; you wind up
creating the opportunity for a more
constructive dialogue and hopefully a
better resolution.
So what about phones?
If the words you say and how you say
them are pivotal in communicating
well, then it is clear that your business
phone system is a critical component
of your company's success. Can your
employees be heard when they speak
through their office phone, or is their
voice too soft due to a low quality
phone? Is there fuzz on the line? Is
voice-quality up-and-down depending
on the day?
© Copyright, Audra Oliver
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Avery Augustine

The 7 people you should befriend at work

When you don’t quite know your
way around the office—or heck, even
if you do—it’s good to know people
in high places.
But by “high places,” I don’t
necessarily mean the executive
suite. While buddying up with the
CEO probably wouldn’t hurt,
there are a few other well-known
office archetypes who can really
help you out. So, when you’re
kicking off a new job, seek out
these seven officemates—stat.

1. The Human Snack
Machine
You know the feeling: It’s 3 PM,
you’re starting to get the “maybe
that rice cake wasn’t enough for
lunch” shakes (or the “a client just
yelled at me for 20 minutes
straight” need for stress-relieving
indulgence), and you’re a quarter
short for anything in the snack
machine.
This is precisely when it pays to
know that guy in the marketing
department who keeps a drawer
full of candy—and is willing to
share in exchange for a few
minutes of office chit-chat. (Just
make sure to occasionally offer
treats in return or contribute to
the snack fund!)

2. The Socialite
If you’re not actively filling the role
of Happy Hour Coordinator
Extraordinaire, you should
befriend whoever is—and quick.
At least, you should if you want to
be in the loop about co-worker
get-togethers, informal company
sports leagues, and summer BBQs.
Besides the obvious fact that this
will help you make new pals, you’ll
also get to know people in other
departments—so when you need
help with marketing an upcoming
event or hiring a new employee,
you’ll know exactly who to ask.

3. Your Personal IT
Guru
When Monday morning brings a
much-too-early alarm and an
accidentally decaf pot of coffee,
the last thing you want to face is
the blue screen of death on your
monitor.
Sure, you could put in an IT ticket,
but you’ll be forced to wait for a
response—helpless—while the
minutes tick away and your work
continues to pile up.
Or, you could get to know
someone a few cubes over who
can help you out in a crunch—like
when you have a report due and
your computer won’t turn on or
you can’t figure out how to adjust
your margins without destroying
your formatting.

With some quick handiwork from
a techy colleague, you’ll be good
to go.

4. The Older Sibling
Mentors are great when you need
important advice about your
professional development. But an
older work sibling can really help
you out when it comes to your
less serious career quandaries.
Think: “I really want to get
involved in the new product
launch, but I’m not sure how—
what should I do?” Or even,
“You’ve been to the company
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holiday party a few times—what in
the world am I supposed to
wear?”
Typically, this person is a little
higher up, has been with the
company a bit longer, and well,
just generally knows more than
you. (Hey, I never said the older
sibling is never slightly obnoxious.)

5. The Selfless
Volunteer
It’s Friday afternoon at 4:30 PM,
and you’re working on a project
with a strict 5 PM deadline. And
let’s just say—things are not
looking good.
Enter: the dependable volunteer—
the person who seems to pop out
of nowhere asking if you need
help. Even when he was planning
on heading out of the office at
4:45 PM (oh, summer Fridays!),
he’ll hunker down and help you
meet that deadline.
Best of all, he won’t hold it over
your head the next time he needs
a favour. (But yes, you should help
him out anyway!)

6. The Encourager
Most offices have an ample supply
of pessimists—the co-workers
who tell you why ideas won’t
work, swear that you’ll never get a
rise, and find a hole in any
suggestion you make.
Then—every once in a while—
you’ll come across someone who
always manages to put a positive
spin on things. Even if your idea
for a Sriracha-and-gummy-bearflavored cupcake for your office
cook-off isn’t the best idea you’ve
ever had, she’ll be sure to let
you—and the team—know that by
experimenting with unique
flavours, you’re definitely headed
in the right direction.

And when you find that optimist—
hold onto her! There’s nothing
better than having a constant
source of encouragement.

7. The Helpless Newbie
While it’s nice to be on the
receiving end of all these benefits,
it’s also good to step out of your
way to help out someone less
experienced. Spot a newbie who
isn’t sure which printer to use?
See someone wandering the halls,
aimlessly looking for office #702?
By adopting a less-experienced coworker, you’ll boost your
leadership abilities and have the
chance to become a kick-ass
mentor. (And he or she might just
turn out to be one of the above
six must-have colleagues!)

© Copyright, The Muse
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Andy Bounds

At last! Here’s how to make
Review Meetings interesting

Let me guess: your business does lots of
Reviews – client reviews, staff reviews,
quarterly business reviews (QBRs),
weekly reviews, and so on. And let me
guess again: they don’t add a great deal of value.
And they’re extremely dull.
Recently, a few of my customers have
asked me about QBRs. Their
criticisms have included that their
current format is:
 Pointless
 Lengthy
 Tedious
 Time-absorbing
 Energy-sapping
 Unconnected to the previous
QBR, so there’s no sense of
building on last time
 Emotionless – nothing exciting in
there at all
 Generally retrospective, with 90%
of the time talking about the past,
not the future
 Generally negative, focusing mainly
on what went wrong, instead of
what went well
You might recognise some/all of these
with the reviews you’re part of? Here
is a simple approach that eliminates all
these problems:
#1 Interesting start
If you played Word Association and
somebody said ‘review’, what word
would you respond with?
Nothing positive, I bet.
So we’re already on to a loser – the
title includes a word that everyone
feels negative about! So change it to
something interesting.
Or if you absolutely must call it a
Review, at least have an interesting
subtitle containing the benefits to the
audience of hearing it – “three simple
ways to ensure next quarter’s even
better than the previous one” etc.

#2 Since last time…
Prepare a one-page summary of the
highlights since last time’s Review.
This four-column table works well:
 Priority – list the business’s
priorities in the left hand column
 Actions – for each of the
priorities, state the 1-2 main
actions you took, to address them
 Outcomes – for each of the
actions, list the outcomes you got
from doing them
 Page ref – state the page
number(s) where they can read
the detail on each action/outcome
if they want to
Why’s this work? Column #1 ensures
they see why you’ve done what you’ve
done, and that it relates to their key
focus areas. Column #2 shows you’ve
been busy. But, more importantly, #3
shows you’ve delivered tangible
successes. Column #4 means they can
easily find more detail if they want it.
And, if they don’t want to… well,
nobody ever minded a QBR meeting
becoming shorter!
#3 Before next time…
Do the opposite of #2 – future, not
past. Prepare a one-page summary of
what’s happening in the next few
months:
 Priority – the business’s current
priorities
 Actions – for each priority, the
action(s) you’re planning to take
 Outcomes – for each action, the
outcome(s) you’re hoping to get
 Page ref – showing where to find
supporting info
#4 Immediate, urgent actions
End by being clear what you are going
to do next, and what you want the
audience to do next
#5 All your usual stuff
After pages #1-#4, put all the usual
stuff you include in your Review.
To deliver your Review: quickly run
through the four slides #1-#4, then go
back to slides 2 and 3, and ask where
they want to focus first. That way, they
set the agenda for what you talk

about, rather than you just going
through slide 1, 2, 3… 91, 92, 93…
Anything that makes it a two-way
discussion about the past and the
future; rather than a one-way
monologue about everything you’ve
done since last time.
(An added bonus: once you’ve done
one Review like this, you’ll find future
ones become shorter. After all, once
you know where their main priorities
lie, you don’t need to spend as much
time on the less-important areas)
Action point
For your next Review, summarise your current
content in the above four ways. Then, ask yourself
whether it makes more sense – for both you and
your audience – to start this way. If it does, you’ve
got a new approach which you’ll both prefer. Even
if it doesn’t, at least you now have a good Essay
Plan to help you prepare for your meeting!

And, if you want another way to
review how you are doing and – more
importantly – improve on it, have a
quick look at this: simple ways to
improve quickly
© Copyright, Andy Bounds
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Barry Urquhart

Short-Cuts to Sales
 How does one quantify the
risk?

products the average mark-up is some
32%. The differential is alluring.

With unknown and untrusted brands
there are no easy or fast answers.

However, the consequences, possibly
unforeseen and projected, have been
profound. A key percentage of the
consumer public have come to accept
and possibly to prefer the house brand
products, influenced somewhat by a
pricing incentive.

Informed decisions are typically more
accurate, astute, fulfilling and satisfying.

Consumers do, consciously and
subconsciously, take shortcuts in their
buying decision processes.
The process is called heuristics, and
astute marketers utilise such to
expedite sales and, in appropriate
circumstances, to dismiss the effective
entry of competitive and substitute
products, services and apps.
One effective means to expedite and
to optimise sales is brand
management. For many consumers it
simplifies the decision-making process
for many consumers. This is a case of
heuristics in action.
They, the consumers, recognise the
brand, labelling and packaging, are
reassured by experiences with
previous purchases, are encouraged
by a good reputation and the loyalty
of peers, friends and family members,
influenced by third-party
endorsements and comments
(particularly on social media) and
conclude that in purchasing that brand
they will avoid making a wrong
purchase decision.
In many instances the entire process is
completed within 2 seconds.
For circumstances in which the brand
is not known there is no easy
decision, each of which will be
subjective, relative, and biased on
imperfect information.
Answers are sought, and needed to a
range of questions, including:
 Is it fashionable?
 Does it represent good value?
 What is the measure of
quality?
 What is its utility – life
expectancy?
 Does it represent the best
available option?

An understanding of the process, its
application and the consequences
provides insights to key contributing
factors to the success in Australia of
the German discount supermarket
network, Aldi, the recent failure of
Dick Smith stores and the ongoing
under performance of many mortgage
brokers, insurance brokers, financial
planners and real estate agencies.
The latter four sub-groupings place
too much emphasis on enhancing sales
closure techniques. At best, that will
incrementally increase sales
conversion ratios. Real, substantial,
strategic and sustainable growth is
best achieved by opening the door (to more prospective customers and
clients), - in preference to closing the
sale.
This is where heuristics fulfils an
essential role.
Much of the over-performing success
of Aldi in Australia can be attributed
to the initiatives and strategies of the
two major domestic supermarket
chains, Coles and Woolworths.
Among their competitive, head-tohead campaigns was the promotion of
generic or house-brand product
ranges. In raw statistical terms they
both could be deemed to have been
successful. The category has increased
over a decade from around 12% of
sales to between 23% and 28%.
Interestingly, the overall market
shares of the two combatants did not
change substantially over the period.
However, to some, the profit margin
argument would have been and is
justification enough.
On recognised, established, branded
products like Coca- Cola, Colgate and
Heinz the typical market ups are
around 23%. With house brand

However, that too made the housebrand -oriented market positioning,
presence and value-packaging of Aldi
more accepted, and possibly
attractive.
Australian consumers have been
quicker to embrace Aldi and its
offerings than many others in its global
network. In Britain, the company
enjoys around 3.8% market share,
while in Australia in the three states in
which Aldi has operated since its
arrival around 2000 market share is
between 11% and 14%.
Recognising the brand, understanding
the “cheap, cheap” marketing position
and accepting the quality and value of
the house brand have seen heuristics
kick in to expedite its presence,
growth and competitiveness.
It seems that for some, there is not a
lot to think about in deciding which to
patronise, and to prefer Aldi.
The process has been helped by the
confused, and often conflicting
marketing messages of Woolworths,
which have variously been:
 The Fresh Food People
 Every day Lower Prices
 2000 Specials, Each Week
 Cheap, Cheap
 Green
 Be Rewarded (in preference
to loyalty points)
There’s a lot to think about in each
and all of these messages.
The demise of the Dick Smith chain is
regrettable, interesting and in some
ways, was predictable.
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Its genesis was in 1968 as an
electronics store, which specialised in
imported, often unbranded goods
from Asia (primarily Korea).
Consumers were assured and
comforted with the presence of
qualified, experienced staff members
who were referred to as
“Techsperts”.
The operation was sold to
Woolworths which operated it until
around 2013 when it was sold to a
USA-based equity funds management
practice.
A majority of the purchase price was
reportedly funded by the disposal and
contraction of the in-store inventory.
Not necessarily a good idea, in seeking
to satisfy the expectations and
demands of Now consumers.
Subsequently the product range was
broadened, to include computers and
television sets, featuring brand-names
that were unfamiliar to many
established consumers. That is
inconsistent with the use and benefits
of heuristics.
Arguably, the final nail in the coffin
was the 70% store-wide, networkwide discounting of products.
The desire to generate increases in
consumer traffic, revenue and profits
was met with customers taking pause
(possibly over some period of time)
and questioning the value of previous
purchases which were secured at fullprices.
Store traffic and revenue did not
increase. Therefore, paraphrasing the
words of recently deposed Australian
Prime Minister, the bricks-and-mortar
Dick Smith will soon be:
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Dead. Buried. Cremated.
If only the financial wizardry of the
equity fund management discipline
recognised, respected
and applied the principles
of the heuristics process.

Finish with Humour

© Copyright, Barry
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